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Governor Mills has appointed th
following delegates to the
Commercial Congress which
will meet at Kansas City, Nov.. 14 to
17: L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe; T.
D. Burns, Tlerra Amarilla; Amado
Chaves, Albuquerque; C. N. Blackwell,
Clayton;
Otto,
Raton; Christian
Eugene A. Roy, Roy; Tito Melendez,
Mora; Jefferson Raynolds, Las Vegas;
P. A. Pearce, East Las Vegas; O. N.
,
Albuquerque; John Becker,
Belen; Joseph Price, Socorro; Isidoro
Armijo, Las Cruces; Martin Lohman,
Las Cruces; Will Chase, Carrizozo;
W. C. Robinson, Roswell; M. B.
Tucumcari; A. B. Pratt, Carlsbad; W. H. Merchant, Carlsbad; John
W. Poe, Roswell.
The governor has appointed Dr. G.
H. Branham of San Jon, N. M., a delegate to the International Dry Farming Congress which meets in Colorado Springs, October 16 to 20th.
Postal Savings Bank at Estancia.
On Saturday a postal savings bank
will be opened at Estancia. Post Of
fice Inspector R. H. Altus this week
instructed Postmaster Meyers.
, Corporation Filings.
Through the misplacement of a period the New Mexican stated yesterday
that the corporation filings sent to the
territorial treasurer by the territorial
secretary were $61.90 instead of
$6,190.00.. V
Pharmacy Board Meeting.
A meeting of the territorial board
of pharmacy will be held at, Roswell
this week, October 6 and 7 to examine
epplicants for certificates. A meeting
will be held at Albuquerque on next
Monday and Tuesday for the same
Trans-Mississip-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
Mexico City, Oct. 4. El Pais today
published a sensational telegram from
'San Antonio, Texas, to the effect that
the followers of General Keyes and
the
deposed
president, General
Diaz, have established a junta in that
city, and await the arrival of Reyes.

The telegram permits the inference
that a new insurrection is to be be
gun.

Mai-ron-

Gold-enber-

Revolt Before December.

The paper also publishes a dispatch
from Juarez saying a revolt will be
begun before December. General
attaches litthe president-elect- ,
tle importance to these reports, but
it Is understood that he is taking
measures to keep himself well informed of developments.
i General. Reyes, who abandoned his
candidacy for the presidency Just before the election of Sunday last, sailed from Havana for New Orleans yes;
terday.
Samuel Esplnosa de Los Monteros,
president of the Central Reyesta Club,
K said to be in San Antonio. A cable
gram received here Sunday from Reyes says he is going to San Antonio.

:

'

Ma-de'r-

.

General Reyes Sails.

Havana, Oct. 4. General Bernardo
Reyes, who arrived here on Monday
from Mexico, sailed yesterday on the
steamer Excelsior for New Orleans.
II is presumed here that General Reyes la going to New York.
' ' Anything to Beat Suarez.
It
is stated
Mexico City, Oct
on what is considered' to be good au
thority, that the followers of Dr.
Vasques Gomez and President de la
Barra, plan to join issues to defeat
Pino Suarez in the electoral college.
4.--

purpose.
Five Escape,

,

Word has been received at
POLITICAL TRICKS
that five convicts working
on the good roads project at Chama,
Rio Arriba county, have escaped.. They
III OTHER
Leonardo
are
Vasquez, , Leonardo
Claudia
Carrier
Juan
Saucedo,
Reyes,
and Frank West. The authorities are
.
Panama Recalls Its Minister
looking for the men.
;
For the Treasury.
a;
toi United States for.
Territorial ( Treasurer M. A--. Otertf
has received the following sums for
Inefficiency
the treasury; S. I. Roberts, clerk of
the fifth district, clerk's fees, $10B3;
PRESIDENCY
C. M. Light, principal of ' the New IS GANDIOATEFOR

GUIS

:.

Mexico Normal School at Silver City;
territorial students' funds, $200; game

protection,

$77."

Election- -

explanatory:

Canandaigua, N. Y., Sept 13th, 1911.
Chief of Palice.
Dear Sir: Willis Goodnow. (possibly
called by some William A. or Willie,
or Willis A. Goodnow), formerly of
North Rose, Wayne county, New York,
disappeared more than seven years
ago. He has a wife and son residing
a tttie Town of Sodus, Wayne county.
New York. If living he is .about 49
years of age and is wanted in connec- tion with the distribution of his uncle'8 estate. Reward for information1
of whereabouts, if living, and of time
and place of death, if dead. Said to
have been in Rochester, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, East Chicago, Chicago, and St
Louis. Said to have been a butcher,
bartender, hotel clerk, etc.
Please send any information of him
4
to George D. Peck, special guardian
for his son, Canandaigua, N. Y.
-'

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Panama, Oct 4. President 'Arose-nien- a
states that at a cabint meeting
yesterday afternoon It was decided
to recall the Panama minister to the
United States, Dr. Belisario Porras, as
the government was not satisfied with
:
his services.
The foreign secretary, Dr. Federico
Boyd, voted against the recall.
Political

Trickery- -

Washington, D. C, Oct. 4. Political
trickery, spying of the Panama gov
ernment on its own legation here, and
chicanery designed to cripple his can
didacy for the presidency were al
leged by Dr. Belisario Porras today to
be the reasons underlying bis recal:
from Washington. Dr. Porras attributed, the whole affair to a political in
trigue of President. Arosemena.
MASSACHUSETTS REPUBLICANS
ENDORSE TAFT POLICIES.

GOVERNOR INVE8TIGATE8
THE AU8TIN HORROR. Are Especially Pleased With Veto of
Tariff Bills and 8ay 8o
v
Vigorously.
Makes Tour of Inspection of Destroyed District Including III Fated
(BV Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Dam.
Boston, Oct. 4. The Republican
a
convention . today adopted
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) state
Austin, Pa., Oct. 4. Governor John platform, which, after condemning
K. Tener who arrived here last night the Democrats in Congress for attackfrom HarriEfburg, slanted! ' today on ing the tariff, praises the "wisdom and
his tour of Inspection of the destroyed firmness of President Taft for inter
district, Including the dam of the posing vetoes against such rash, illBayless Pulp and Paper Company, the conceived, disastrous tampering with
going out of which on Saturday result the prosperity and business of a great

ed in the death, distress and privation
which has overspread this Tillage.
Stronger than ever today was the
opinion that the governor's visit indicated that the state officials are look
ing over the situation with a view of
ascertaining their authority In con
ducting an Investigation as to the lia
bility and responsibility .for the condition of the dam.
X X X X X X x
PROGRESSIVES

x

MEET
AO A If TONIGHT.
The state convention of the
St progressive ttepuDiican League
X of New Mexico started to hold
:

people."
The administration of President
Taft is heartily endorsed.

J,

,

EARTHQUAKES CAU8E PANIC
; IN ECUADOR TOWN.
Religion Procession Organized to
plore Providence for Protec-- ,
tlon and Mreey.

Im- -

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Oct. 4. A
Ecuador,
Guayaquil,
slight earth shock was felt here on
X Tuesday. The movement was more
pronounced at Guaranda and Rio Baba
X where panics ensued. At Rio Baba
the people organised religious proces-slon- s,
imploring protection. .
y.
$
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this morning, but only a few
delegates from outside were
present and not a large number
from the city and county, of
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strike-breaker-

'

In That Manner It Is Sought to
'
Cripple His Chances for

If Found, Get Fortune.
The mounted police have received
the following circular which is self

St

The Democratic State Convention (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leafted Wire (." New Mexican) (By Special LeaaJd Wire, to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 4. Karl Ovington,
Rome, Oct. 4. It Is officially stated
Jackson, Miss., Oct. I. After rebegan its second day's session at 9:30
the aviator, expects to start from Gov- ceiving advices that hundreds of heavo'clock this morning in the Hall of
today that Vice Admiral Faravelii
Island tomorrow morning in ily armed men are today pouring into
Representatives at the capitol. H. B. sent a message to the government ernor's
an attempt to fly across the conti- McComb City from outlying rural secas
temporary
presided
Fefgusson
of the nent to Los Angeles.
He plans to tions, Governor Noel ordered the Laurchairman.
As on yesterday the hall stating that the bombardment
follow the New York Central Railroad el and Yazoo City companies of milicommenced
main
at
down
batteries
Tripoli
the
with
was crowded
delegates
He will tia, to the scene of yesterday's constairs and the visitors In the gallery. at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon and to Buffalo and Chicago.
touch St. Louis and Kansas City and flict between
s
and
Despite the rain, which was not aus- continued until sunset.
soar over El Paso and southern Ari- srikers and sympathizers, to aid the
picious for convention, enthusiasm,
The
follows:
message
zona to his destination. Two com- troops already on the ground.
the delegates were in f the best of
"
"On board the battleship Benneditto plete monoplanes are at his disposal
humor.
Fatal Riot.
The report of the committee on rules Brin, Tuesday, 7:45 p. m. A bom- for the flight, each stencilled with
McComb City, Miss., Oct. 4. State
and permanent organization followed bardment Mas commenced at 3:30 the words. "U. S. Mail," and the fig troops are patrolling the streets ot Mcthe reading of the report of creden- o'clock this afternoon on the princi- ure "13." Ovington vill carry letters Comb City today end curbed the riottials, which found there were no con pal batteries of Tripoli and was con- from Postmaster General Hitchcock ing that began Jate yesterday with an
tests. The rules committee announc- tinued until sunset. The batteries re- and other postoffice officials. A pri- attack on strikebreakers enroute south
ed the following permanent officers:
sponded to the Italian fire but with- vate train of two cars will follow. His on the Illinois Central railroad and
out effect. The bombardment will be schedule calls for the completion of which culminated early today in the
Permanent Officers.
continued tomorrow until the destruc- the trip in sixteen days.
Chairman, G, A. Richardson.
killing of Lem Haley, a railroad strikLeon- tion of the batteries has been
Vice Presidents Bernalillo,
Fowler Will Try Again.
completer, and an explosion of dynamite
A.
William
Chaves,
ardo Hunick;
ed.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 4. It was planted near the railroad shops.
Great care was taken during the announced here yesterday that AviaRodgers; Colfax, Severino Martinez;
It was learned today that Carl CanCurry, Harry L. Patten; Dona Ana, bombardment not to damage the city. tor Robert G. Fowler who abandoned ton and Truly Curtis, both strikers,
M. C. O'Hara; Eddy, M. C. Stewart; Only a lighthouse on one of the bat- aft attempt to fly over the Sierras in
were shot and badly wounded during
Grant, W. A. Teney; Guadalupe, M. teries was destroyed."
his proposed
flight
the night while walking near the IlR. Baker; Lincoln, John Hiller; Luna,
will make another start, this time linois Central shops.
Bombarded Turkish Town.
.
C.
James R. Waddell; McKlnley, R.
Berlin, Oct. 4. The Lokal Anzeiger from Los Angeles. Fowler is expected
Strike Breakers Scared Out.
Macarlo
Gallegos;
Mora,
Beddoe;
publishes a report that the Italians to start from the southern city on
McComb City, Miss, Oct. 4.
Otero, Byron Sherry; Rlq Arriba, J. R. have bombarded Prevesa.
October 10.
the presence of several
A.
Roosevelt.
James
'
Martinez, Jr.;
White Flags Appear.
Rodgers Too Will Start Again.
companies of troops sent here to proHall; Sandoval, J, W. Sullivan; San
They were, however, dispersed by
Huntington, Ind., Oct. 4. C. P. tect them, the 103 Illinois Central
Juan, M. D. Taylor; San Miguel,
shrapnel from the fleet and fled In Rodgers, the
aviator, strike breakers barricaded here, apCas
Mellton
Santa
Fe,
Lulan;
The first white flag whose machine was damaged in a fall pealed to the authorities to remove
all directions.
D.
tillo- Sierra. E.
Titmair; bocorro, began to appear and the Italians are here Monday, said today that he ex them
'
Immediately.
feet. Frank Carter, an
A. C. Torres; Taos, auyiauu
now preparing to land men from the pects to resume his flight toward Chi'
mass
of
i
strikers
A
UL
BlUUIW
LUU
W
ctlzens,
meeting
WUUU,
uuuir
Torrance, Wllber A. Duplavy; Union, ships.
cago tomorrow.
and sympathizers adopted resolutions
"Archie Butt."
Carlos Corney; Valencia George Hoff
Fleet Unharmed.
.
"Schedule K" was mastered by Clay- man ; Quay, C. H. Aldreflge.
assuring the strike breakers against
molestation if they departed. A spe"The fleet was unharmed and there SCHLEY FUNERAL IS
but
ton Danks, another
C.
Permanent Secretary-j-Trinida- d
were no casualties on board during
TOMORROW AFTERNOON. cial train will leave here with" the
"Teddy Roosevelt" proved too stren- do Baca, of Mora.
i
The warships con (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) men, accompanied by 25 railroad speuous a bucker for Paul Hen son.
L. Zim the bombardment.
Assistant Secretarles-ssTo- hn
fined their fire so far as possible to
cial agents, this afternoon for New
U.
'
- Reviewed
Manuel
Vigil,
merman, San Miguel;
Troops.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 4. Funeral Orleans.
the
to
were
forts
and
careful
spare
Mr. Taft stood with Senator Warren Bernalillo.
services for Admiral Schley will be
Sending Out Strike Breakers.
The temporary Interpreters elected private buildings.
and Governor Carey, o Wyoming in
held In St. John's church here tomor
San Francisco, Oct. 4. The fourth
France Offers Good Services.
,
the judge's stand fqr an hour and a were made permanent, i
row afternoon. The Interment will be
Paris, Oct. 4. Baron D. Kstournel at the national cemetery at Arlington. day of the shopmen's strike on the
The order of business was outlined
half and watched 4he "stunts." He
Harriman lines opened without any inde
to
wrote
les
committee
Constant
Premier
Cai
the
of
shook hands with. the "busters" with as follows: Report
dication of rioting about the stockade
Charlie Irwin end with his daughters on credentials; report of the commit l!aux on Sunday last suggesting that
which enclose :. the plants, although,
who appeared' in several events. The tee on organization and order of busi- Trance, acting under article II, of
two carloads of strikebreakers were
on
The
should
offer
eommittee
MEM
Hague
of
conference,
the
the
ness:
report
review of troops before the frontier
to
offices
her
end
taken .into the local yards last night
conflict
be
the
good
'
?
show brought out several thousand resolutions.
According to E.
Reguin, presiThe committee recommended that tween Italy and Turkey. The premier
soldiers from Fort D. A. Russell. In
of
dent
San Francisco
be followed in has now replied that the French gov
order
the
following
an
to
audience
Mr.
Taft
HOLD
Introducing
to
ernment
offer mediation.
is ready
is to be the distributing point for
In the opera house, Senator .Warren nominations:
'.. . Account of Bombardment. - strikebreakers who will be sent to
said that he had come through "the
London, Oct. 4. A news dispatch
the smaller shops along the road.
Lieutenant Governor.
Schedule
for
K,
fights
"Reciprocity,
from Rome gives this account of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas
Reguin said the men brought here
Secretary of State.
and that monstrosity, the Cotton Bill"
bombardment of Tripoli :
3
"At
General.
last
night were not skilled mechanics.
Attorney
still Smiling, serene and with shoulo'clock yesterday afternoon, Vice AdPassenger Train Robbed
Treasurer.
Everything was quiet today at th
ders unbent. The president in. his remiral Fareville signaled to the battle
Auditor.
Oakland yards, where a few strikein Oklahoma
marks confined himself largely to a
breakers are at work. Several cases
Superintendent ot Public Instruc- ships Giuseppe Garibaldi and Francesdiscussion of his tariff bill vetoes.
co Ferrucio that the bombardment
tion
of air hose cutting on trains have been
,
President Taft at Laramie.
was about to begin.
Land Commissioner.
These vessels HAIL BAGGAGE CARS RIFLED reported but the union men disavow
- Laramie,
Wyo., Oct 4. Presidenl
with the flagship
Benedetto Brin
Corporation Commissioners.
any knowledge of or connection with
Taft arrived at 2 p. m he was met
of the Supreme Court.
steamed up to within two kilometers
it.
at the train by several thousand peo- Judges
Members of Congress.
At other points along the coast the
(about a mile and a third) of the Two Trunks Full of Valuable
ple, headed by reception committee of
rebe
votes
shall
all
A majority of
town. The seat was fairly calm.
status of the strike remains un
prominent citizens, mounted escort, quired to nominate and the roll of
Were
Jewelry Samples
Turkish Aim Bad.
changed.
mayor, council, university cadets and counties will "be called in naming
on Board.
The time fixed by posted notices
G. A. R.
driven over the the Democratic central committee to "At 3:30 o'clock the Garibaldi fired
s
for the return of the strikers to work
city in autos. He addressed the as- consist of two members from each the first shells which were directed
at he governor's palace and well (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) expires' at midnight tonight, but so far
sembled school, children at the high
,'
placed.
Bartlesville, Okla., Oct. 4. Mis as could be learned, .few if any of the
Immediately the palace and
school and later the citizens at the county.
Mr. Richardson Speaks.
Amelia Sultana forts replied with souri, Kansas & Texas passenger men have yet taken advantage of the
the
city park. The reception was very
Granville A. Richardson, who is a a number of shells from
train No. 2 from Kansas City to Okla offer.
warm and cordial. He was accompa- well
kr own lawyer, member of the
guns. The Turkish aim was bad. homa City was held up by three maskState Rangers May Be Needed.
nied here by Governor Carey and Sen- constitutional
and - very
convention
"After the bombardment had pro- ed men at 1:15 o'clock this morning
ator Warren.
Denison,
Tex., Oct. 4. Denison was
then
popular throughout New Mexico,
for one hour, shells from the near Okesa, ten miles south of uere. quiet today following last night's riottook the chair amidst the plaudits of gressed
The robbers rifled the mail and bag ing by strike sympathizers. - .Notice
cruiser Varese destroyed the lightSTRIKERS ON IRISH '
'.:7
hundreds. Mr. Richardson delivered
gage cars but it is believed got little was issued, however, by officials of
RAILROADS LOSE OUT. a brief but forceful speech, the key- house, which collapsed In ruins.
of value. They did not enter the pas the Missouri, Kansas and Texas rail
Forts Reduced to Ruin.
note of which was "Let the people
"The Italian fire was now becom senger cars, and escaped as soon as road, that unless more adequate police
Went Out in Sympathy With ..Lumber rule." He was cheered to the echo.
protection is" afforded by the city the
Men and Now Ten Per Cent
Some discussion ensued about wait ing heavier while that of the forts they had finished their work.
Two trunks full of valuable Jewelry government will be asked for state
was
feeble. The
Lose Their Jobs.
ing for the report of the committee ceasedgrowing at 5 o'clock central forts
but the outer samples belonging to a salesman for rangers.
firing
on resolutions but as word was re
Officials Act as Brakemen.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ceived that those much talked of reso forts of Hamidish and Sultania kept an eastern firm, were put on the train
Dublin, Oct 4. The strike declared lutions were far from ready, the con up the defense.
Roseburg, Oregon, 1 Oct 4. Owing
The bombardment here but it has not been learned
on the Irish railroads by the Amal- vention decided to take a recess at ceased at dark. It was resumed this whether they were stolen.
to the refusal today ot trainmen to do
A special train carrying a sheriff's switching as a result of the shopgamated Society of Railway Servants U o'clock, until 2 p. m. when it was morning, but the outer forts had been
on September 21, was settled today.
hoped the. resolution committee would reduced to ruins and were unable to posse and bloodhounds left here for men's strike, officials ot the Southern
The strikers abandoned- their original, be
Pacific at this point are themselves
v-"'f-reply. The Turks removed their guns the scene at 4 o'clock.
ready.
grievance, which was their original;, ': The 'delegates; 'proceeded to their to the heights beyond the town and re
making up trains and coupling and unobjection to handling lumber shipped hotels, noting with amazement Jthat opened fire from there.
coupling cars.
PACIFIC COAST CASES
by a firm which was having trouble some ot the pavements looked as
Special Train Delayed.
TO BE APPEALED.
with its employes.
McComb City, Miss., Oct 4. The
blood had, been shed, owing to DUTCH STEAMER BURNED
though
The companies agree to
IN THE FAR EAST. Railroads Ask for Suspension of Order departure of the special train with
the rain filtering through the red por
90 per cent of the strikers at once
which the strikebreakers
tions ot the bunting and flags. "This
Until They Can File Bill
originally
and the remaining 10 per cent when looks as though we are out for blood," Was on Its Way From Batavla to
"
were scheduled to leave for New Orfor
;:
injunction.
vacancies occur. They will-- , not dis- gild one delegate smilingly.
leans at 10 o'clock, was delayed on ac
Liverpool Crew Embarks In
miss the new men taken on during
Boats for Sumatra.
Afternoon 8esslon.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) count of a conference between the mil
the strike.
Oct.
Just before the opening of the ses
be itary authorities and railway officials,
Washington, D.
slon some' one sent the chairman, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) half of the
railways, At 2 o'clock, it was said the time of
isatavia, Dutch East Indies, Oct. 4.. application was made today to the Its departure was uncertain.
Richardson, a basket of magnificent
X DI8TRICT JUDICIAL
, S chrysanthemums, white and yellow, The Dutch steamer Ixion, bound from Interstate Commerce Commission for
has been a suspension of its order in what are
NOMINATIONS. St the colors of New Mexico and as they this port for Liverpool,
ORIGINAL OF SHERLOCK
X
The delegates to the district X rested on the chairman's table, they burned near Engano, an island off the known as the Pacific coast cases.
HOLME8 IS DEAD.
west coast of Sumatra. The steamX Judicial convention of the Dem-- . JS were much admired.
The application was made pending
St ocrats for Luna, Otero, Dona St
It was noised around at 2.15 p. m. er's crew, numbering 25, took to the the filing of a bill with the commerce (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
London, Oct. 4. Joseph Bell, the
St that the committee on resolutions was boats but has not yet been reported court, asking for an injunction to re
St Ana and Torrance counties,
was
St met this forenoon and nominat- - St still at work preparing them and that as having landed on the Sumatra cost strain the commission from putting eminent Scottish surgeon, who
the original of the character of Sher
St ed John' Y. Hewitt of White St the convention might not really do
its order into effect.
St Oaks, member of the last leg-- St any work for a half hour or more. BOSTON TAKES A GAME;
The' commission's orders were to lock Holmes, died today at Maurice,
He
St Islative assembly, for Judge; St The delegates did not seem greatly dis- PHILADELPHIA-WASHINGTOTIE have become effective on November wood Milton Bridge, Midlothian.
was born In Edlnburg in 1837, and was
15. They materially reduced
X and Morgan O. Llewellyn of SI pleased at this news Judging by the
an
Instructor of Conan Doyle at EdinSt Las Cruces former surveyor St way they spent their time smoking (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
rates on both class and comSt general of New - Mexico
rnuaaeipnia, uct. 4. (National)
for St cigars and perusing the papers.
modity traffic. They apply to all of burgh University. j, His hobby was tho
"
R. H. E. the
St
St district attorney.
"Tbo convention will be In order,"
Pacific coast cases, the study ot mysterious crimes.
4
7
St said Chairman Richardson at 2:35 p. Boston
X
bpoKane and the Reno, Nevada, cases
Legislative Nomination.
7
St
The legislative nomination St m. Mr. Richardson said the regular Philadelphia
being the most Important The ap- St St St St St St St St St St St St 9C st st st
At Washington,. (American).
St for the district composed of St order of business would be naming
plication to the commission was made St EASTERN NEW MEXICO
R. H. E In chambers by .Attorney Norton of St
i
St Grant, Luna, Sierra and Socorro St of the State Central Committee by
DEMOCRATS ON A BOLT. St
St went to B. D. Tlttman of Hills- - St counties.
As each county was called, Philadelphia
the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa . Fe St
,,..2 4
Melrose, N. M Oct.
St
4
St bora, editor of the Sierra Coun- -, St two names from each were announced. Washington
and Attorney Dillard of the Union Pa St Democrats of Melrose have St
;...2
The- following letters and telegrams
St ty Free Press, and member of ,St
cific, representing not only their ows St officially notified the
St
St the last constitutional conven- - Jt were read:
srstststststseststssstststststK roads, but all lines Involved in the St and precinct chairmen county
St
that
)
St tlon.
X
"I send1 greeting to Democrats of St
NOTICE.
St they will not be bound by the St
proceeding.
,.;';., ...:-'An open meeting of the
St New Mexico.
Nominee for Congress.
We of this northwest St
No determination of the matter was St primary results of the 23d, al- - st
X
St
It appears certain at this Jt state are watching you and are wait- St Progressive Republican League
reached by the commission.
St leging ; extreme irregularities St
St hour that former Delegate to St ing to march shoulder to shoulder to St will be held at the Elks' The- Attorneys for the railroads prob- St in
The Republi- - St
'
St ater at 8:3fr this evening. Ex- - St ably will file by tomorrow a bill with St cans are
St Congress H. B. Fergusson will St .victory )n 1912.
to put , a St
preparing
St Governor Hagennan and other St the commerce court
OSWALD WEST,
St be nominated for Congress by St
asking for an in St strong ticket in. the field to St
St prominent men will address
Governor of Oregon."
St the Democrats. W. B. Walton st
Junction to restrain; the Interstate St take advantage of the condl- - st
St the meeting.
St of Silver City, has withdrawn Jt . A letter was read from Represent
Commerce Commission from putting St tlons produced by the conduct St
Everybody wel-S- t
.
St from the race.
come.
St
oi me primary.
St
Continued on Page Eight.
X X X X X X X X st st st st St st st at
(Continued oa Page Eight)
St3tJtStSS.StSt3tStStSt3tStStJtSt

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Oct. 4. President Tall;
saw a bit of the Old West today. Cheyenne did not merely watch him drive
through her streets and listen to pres
idential oratory, but "frontier" day
with bucking broncos, wild races and
the "stunts" which abound In Wild
West shows was repeated for the
president's benefit. The reception
committee made the show as nearly
as possible like that held a few weeks
performers of all
ago and sixty-fiv- e
sorts appeared before Mr. Taft.
In addition to the show, the presi
dent's program here included an auto
mobile ride through the city, a review
of troops and an address in the local
opera house. His train is scheduled
to make two more stops in Wyoming
today, and should reach Salt Lake
..
City, Utah, tomorrow.
Couldn't Master Taft.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Oct 4. Charlie
Irwin, who ran the miniature frontier
day show for Mr. Taff s benefit, had
a program arranged with some unusu
al features. In the riding, bucking
and outlaw horses there were ponies
named "Billy Taft," "Archie Butt,"
Senator Warren," "Schedule K," "Re
ciprocity" and "Teddy Roosevelt."
Billy Taft" threw Jack Martin, his
rider, before he had gone a hundred

-
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The Little Store

fOU

We Guarantee

s

Everything
Good to Eat and

Everything

Drink

Under this BJand

Under the

to be as

NT
WE

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza.
REGISTER
TICKET8

GIVE

children in Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Sanchez Is one of the best known CASCIRETS
pugilists in the West.

The most scientific, common-sens- e
treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
are eaten like candy. They are very
pronounced, gentle and pleasant in action, and particularly agreeable in ev
ery way. They do not cause uiarr--,
griping or
hoea, nausea, flatulence,
any inconvenience wnatever. Rexall
Orderlies are particularly good for
children, aged and delicate persons.
We urge you to try Rexall Orderlies at our risk. Three sizes, 10c, 25c,
and 50c. Remember you can get Rexall Remedies in this community only;
at our store The Rexall Store. The
Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Francisco
Street.

Represented

EH

RISK

test?

.1

Solitaire Brand

THOO

Our Reputation and Money Is Back of
This Offer.
We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our remely fails
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You are
not obligated to us in any way whatever, if ,you accept our offer. Could
anvthine be more fair for you? Is
there any reason why you should heEi-tat- e
to put our claims to a practical

?

4
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Santa Fe. Telephone No. 4a
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

Society Editor Weds.
Miss Coral Isabelle Clyce, society
Journal
writer of the Albuquerque
was married yesterday in the Immaculate Conception church at Albuquerque to George R. Patridge. The marriage ceremony was performed by
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. J. The wedding was witnessed by only a few
friends of the principals. The newly
weds left for a brief honeymoon trip
to El Paso and Old Mexico.

Postmasters' Association.
On October 10 the postmasters of
the new state will meet in Albuquerque to organize the New Mexico AsA beginsociation of Postmasters.
ning upon this movement was made
last summer in Raton. F. O. Blood
of Las Vegas was elected temporary
president and W. A. Davis was selected for temporary secretary. The meeting in Albuquerque has been called
by these men.
CATTLE RECEIPTS DROPPED
SHARPLY AT KANSAS CITY.

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

Phone

BILIOUS HEADACHE

Gently bull thoroughly cleanse your
Liver, Stomach and Bowels
You feel great by Morning.
You're billious, you have a throb
bing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
under your eyes; your lips are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
and ill tempered. Tour system is full
of bile not properly passed off, and
what you need is a cleaning up inside.
Don't continue being a bilious nuisance to yourself and those who love
you, and don't resort to harsh physics
that irritate, and injure. Remember
that every disorder of the stomach,
liver and intestines can be quickly
cured by morning with gentle, thorough Cascarets thy work while you
box from your drugsleep. A
gist will keep you and the entire family feeling good for months.
love to take Cascarets, because
they taste good and njever gripe or
sicken.
Qhll-dre-

n

WHEN SHE CAME NOT.
Yet Prices Do Not Advance Hogs
lings worth $4 to $4.75, light ones up
By Shaemas O'Sheel.
Lost 20 to 25 Cents Sheep
to $5, wethers up to $4.25, ewes $4,
I thought I heard her when the wind
Strengthened.
would pass
breeding ewes $3 to $4, feeding lambs
$4.85 to $5.10. Astute dealers look
Down through the piny trees, the ta
Kansas City Stock Yards, Oct. 4.
gled grass;
The cattle market turned out better for stronger prices.
I thought I heard her exquisitely last week than it looked from the
near
viewpoint of last Monday, for the rea- NOT NUMBER OF ROOM,
When no sound was.
BUT OF "BED."
son that receipts dropped down sharpI thought I heard her little feet
sales
thus
after
enabling
Tuesday,
ly
s
beat,
Over the gray
men to completely regain the slight Congested Conditions of Big Cities
And that I need but lift mine eyes
loss of Monday before the end of the
Seen at Hotels, So Many Are
And see her there without surprise, week. This week is starting out exVisitors Here.
Knowing that she had come again
actly like last week, a heavy run all
To kiss from me her scar of pain.
around, 28,000 here, including 2,500
A delegate walked up to Day Clerk
I thought, alas!
calves, market steady to 10 lower. Carrithers at the Palace hotel yesternear
That she was exquisitely
a
been
have
bigger
Dealers
expecting
evening and said: "A ticket for
When no sound was,
run of cattle than has appeared, and day
And raised my head, and threw my reports from the grazing sections in- supper please."
"What's the number of your room?"
arms apart; but she
dicate that the cattle are pretty well
Was nowhere 'twist the forest and run out, at least no great big num- asked Mr. Carrithers, with his accus
tomed smile.
the sea.
ber remains. August showed a big
"Room? Who said room? Where
shortage at all points from last year have I heard that word before?" snort
same month, and September figures ed the
"Why, young man, I j
are even more impressive, sixty thou- - haven't delegate.
HR9UND THE STATE
got any room. The number of
sand cattle short here from Septem my BED is 101!" He got his ticket
ber last year. At Chicago so far this and
for the dining room
season 110,000 rangers have been re- wheredeparted
had
of room at table,
he
Taken to Asylum for Insane.
plenty
the smallest number in ten however, as he had come
William Kennedy of Roy, Mora ceived,
early. Yes,
to
and
for
the
period
date,
years
the hotels are jammed with people,
county, has been taken to the terrido
less
Yet
than
last
year.
prices
so are the
torial hospital for the insane at Las not
residences which
advance, which proves two things rent rooms. private
seems
..
But
everyone
Vegas.
a slack outlet for the beef, and great
happy and after the ardious work
caution on the part of country buy- quite
of committees, speechmaking and perWind Does Damage at Las Vegas.
ers! Both of these conditions might
haps listening to long speeches, the
wind
the
high
Monday evening,
change for the better any time, they delegates and visitors in the city find
from
the
shield
down
a big
blew
are not apt to get any worse. The
restorer" just as
Bacharach Brothers building at Las upper 20 per cent of the cattle in all "nature's sweet
sweet on a cot in a hall as in a room.
classes are selling fully steady today,
Vegas.
the balance weak to 10 lower. Prime
beef steers are worth up to $8 short State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Accused of Stealing Clothing.
Juan Herrera was thrown in jail at fed steers $5.75 to $7.25, native grass Lucas County ss.
Las Vegas on the charge of stealing steers $5.25 to $7, western grass beef
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Old Mexico's
$2uu worth of clothing from Isidoro steers $4.50 to $5.75,
is senior partner of the firm of F.
he
steers
$3.80
to
$3.90
$4.40, quarantine
Lnoero.
& Co., doing business in
J.
Cheney
j to
western
and
grass
$5.50, native
3 to $4.85, veal calves $4.50 to the City of Toledo, County and State
ws
for'
at
Las Vegas.
Divorce
Suit
and that said firm will pay
Mrs Dolorita V. Vialoa has, filed ,17.75. which is 25 to 75 cents lower aforesaid,
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLthe
fAsteers
Stock
week
a
than
bring
ago.
at t. vpm nminat
...it
LARS for each and every case of Caher husband, Salome A. Viola, alleging $3.75 to $5.35, feeders $4.25 to $6.
Hogs lost 20 to 25 cents last week, tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
abandonment.
The couple were marbut they closed the week with a sus- of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
ried eleven years ago.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
picion of strength. Pigs made an actual gain of 25 cents for the week, but Sworn to before me end subscribed
Two Drunks.
to in my presence, this 6th day of Decern-berAfter having completed a sentence they still sell at ruinous rates, $4
A. D., tt5.
nf 9ft Aava fnr 4?riinkpnnss. Pedro $5. Supply today is 5,500 head, rather
; to
A. W. GLEASON,
for
market
(Seal)'
strong
Monday,
JW
at
Las
Vegas
Chaves, was
higher, top $6.50, bulk $6.25 to $6.45.
Notary Public.
d must now
m.
rhnr
serve another 20 days. B. C. Kimmel These prices are $2.50 lower than a Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
year ago, and about 50 cents higher ally, and acts directly on the blood
also pleaded guilty to being drunk.
than lowest point reached this spring. and mucous surfaces of the system.
to Send for testimonials free.
Cholera in the country continues
Quarreled Over a Woman.
Averof
stuff.
drive
a
in
world
F. J. CHENEY
light
CO., TOLEDO, O.
Hilario Montoya was bound over to
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
weight of hogs in Chicago last
the grand jury at Las Vegas under age
week was 50 pounds lighter than a
Take Hall's Family Pills tor const
$300 bail on the charge of having atago same week. The difference pation.
year
tacked Felix Roibal with a deadly here was
less, standing at 20 pounds.
weapon in a quarrel at a dance over
Sheep prices strengthened a little
a woman.
last week, and a firm undertone has
developed, though a big run today
Wilson Indicted.
does not allow it to come to the sur
Dr. E. N. Wilson, formerly of Santa
face,
prices barely steady today. Sup
Fe, was indicted at Albuquerque for ply here today 20,000, Omaha and
For Best Laundry Work
embezzlement of a sum alleged to be
overloaded today, fifty
badly
Chicago
over $3,000. The indictment grows out seven and fifty thousand respectively.
of Wilson's connection with the New Utah lambs brought $6.10 today, year-- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Mexico Realty Syndicate.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

MAKE HOME HAPPY WITH A GLOWING NEW HEATER. EN
JOY THE COMFORT OF SITTING
A HANDSOME,
AROUND
WARM STOVE.
OUR HEATERS WILL HOLD THE FIRE OVER NIGHT, SO THAT
YOU ONLY NEED TO MAKE A FEW TWISTS
AND POUR IN
SOME COAL TO QUICKLY HAVE A HOT FIRE.
"FIRE OUT" YOUR OLD 8TOVE AND "FIRE UP" A NEW ONE.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

It

If Its Hardware We Have

j

Phone

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

SEPTEMBER
Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!

J

62,-00-0

Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass
.,

BUCK

HERSCH

45

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

i

Phone Black

&

COAL YARD

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

.

Near Union Depot

i

PHONE, RED 100.

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.

Gar-

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco

TAU IC THE TIME
1J I HE IliUL

IMJvV

Imperial Laundry

Street

To se,ect your stones for mounting
for Holiday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

Physician

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P. Williams

B.
purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I have

Phone 149 Red

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO" ST

Santa Fe, N.

M

1

Is Indicted.

The grand jury at Albuquerque returned three indictments against C. F.
Aycock of the Tuberclecide company
for the illegal practice of medicine in
the territory. Aycock, who was arrested, gave bond in the sum of $500.

Chavez Has Won Fame. Plans are
being made for a match between Benny Chavez and Earl Puryear at TriniThe Denver boy has won his
dad.
last bouts by a knockout and it Is bei! lieved that he can defeat the New
Mexican, whose record has aroused
state-wid- e
interest in him by the fans.

J

ELK'S THEATRE
6th.

Friday, October

First Transcontinental Tour of

AUTO CO. .ROSWELL M, N

Baggage allowance 100 Iba.
u
Carrying the TJ. s. mail and pasa
oh regular ticket, excess baggage
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and at.
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lba
Ro swell, N. M connecting with the
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isof trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
land Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Special rates are given for excur
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a, m., arfor eight or more passengers.
slons,
Roswell
in
rive
at 2:00 p. m.
For
further
arinformation, write the
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

BARRIER

Dramatization by Eugene
Two Wrecks in One Day.
of Rex Beach's great story
Within twenty-fou- r
hours of each
of
last frontier, Alaska
the
week
the
this'
Santa Fe railway
other,
sustained two fatal wrecks west of
SCENIC PRODUCTION,
COMPLETE
Albuquerque. The flyer went into the
ditch in western Arizona, the conducYork Cast.
New
Full
tor being killed and the engineer fatally injured and three mail clerks bruis- Direct from the long run at the
ed and cut. This wreck was caused New Amsterdam
with
Theatre,

by soft track, and an arroyo under
cutting the rails after a heavy rain.

Eleaner Haber

To-pe-

it

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGEF

Pugilistic Marriage Event. Miss J.
Elliott Newman, sister of Louis Newman, the lightweight pugilist, war,
married last night at Saored Heart
and v Larimer
church, Twenty-eightstreets, Denver, to I. Edward Sanchez
known In the ring as "Tom-n- y
Cody.'
Miss Newman and Sanchez
have
known each other since they were
.

Phone

--

NECIA

h

Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red No. 21

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

Bl'M6!9

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate

Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

at short notice.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

Why Import Mineral Water?

PRICES.
teats

on Sale
..

75c, $1.00, $1.50
Store
at Fischer's

Drug

Tuesday.

,

ARE

NOT

A

CUSTOMER

WHEN

VOU CAN OET

THE

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
,.

Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

La Salle Restaurant
CH AS. ( ANN,

Prop.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE
Afs D RETAIL

oal

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

WATER CO.

Weed
Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

f2SOT2i7SK

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone 85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD C AI C

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Raacles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rlfhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barf ate.

lUIl dAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Slnglo
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Hones.

'

Telephone II.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

cL,Phbne9

Need of Anyflilnr
in the LIVERY LINE
Drivers Fireisted.
x

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00

CHAS. CLOSSON.

Don Qaspar Ave.

French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
New York Chop Suey 60c.

2
Your

YOU

SHOULD

1

C2.

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Waeife

-

HERE,

:

OPEN DAY AND N1QHT.

We offer you only the HIOHEST CLASS OF dOODS whether it be seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
seeded DRUQS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES
the most careful methods in catering: to your pleasure to make every deal a aatlsiao
t t t ? ,s
tory one. ANY DRUQ OR MEDICINE YOU OET HERE IS RIOHT

IF YOU

:

LIVERY STABLE

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

213

FOR

Phone us, we will be glad to eall for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed .
yenr shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RES 122
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

WITH US

V
Zook's Pharmacy

at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.

Agency

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

Pres-bur- y

ROSWELL

GORMLEY

:

Building Materials Dawson Coal.

333 HICKOX STREET,

14

Phone,

.

&

1911.

CUBE A

beach-pebble-

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

4,

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

4,

-

HOME ENDORSEMENT.

Hundreds of Santa Fe Citizens Can
Tell You All About It
Home endorsement, the public expression of Santa Fe people, should
be evidence beyond dispute for eveT
Santa Fe reader. Surely the experience of friends and neighbors, cheerfully given by them will carry more
weight than the utterances of strangers residing in faraway places. Read
the following:
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I have used Doars
Kidney Pills off and on for two years
and they have done me a world of
A dull pain in the small of
good.
my back, sometimes extending into
my bladder caused me a great deal
of trouble particularly when I took
cold.
I was bothered mostly in the
winter, and In addition to the pain
in my back, there were symptoms of
Inflammation of the bladder. The kidney secretions were highly colored

when passed were attended wifi
a scalding pain. 1 never used another
remedy that acted as satisfactorily as
Eoan's Kidney Pills. They proved to
be just the medicine my case required
and the complete cure they brought
has led me to recommend them on
more than one occasion."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. FosterfcMilburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. '
And

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

N. M.

(07894)
, ,
Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
Section 13, Township 13 N.
for SW
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,
1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
AmbroBio Cano, Bernardo Cano,
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armljo,
all of Golden, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
,
Register.
'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

(07753)
Copies In triplicate to Forest Super
visor, Cowles, N. M.
Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Santla
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on

5, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 9885, tor SB 1--4 SW 1-- and Lots
2, 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N.,
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed

Sept

notice of Intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,
1911.'

':

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Ortega, Placldo Armljo,
Fernandez Armljo, and Gregorlo
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M. MANUEL R. OTERO,

.

?

Register.

12, 1911.

Notice is hereby given that Ambro-ciCano, of Golden, N. M., who on
No.
Feb. 1, 1907, made homestead,
10616, for N 2 NW 4 Sec. 27, S 2
section. 22, township 13 N,
SW
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
r
notice of intention to make final
proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
and receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October.
o

1--

1--

1--

GREATLY "REGRET"

1--

five-yea-

1911.

Sadly Prefaced Messages of Began Their. Season's Run Ferguson Would Not Have
Democrats and " Proges-sives- "
on Monday on Crop of
Cheer Are Read from AbFight Over It
2,000 Bales,
sent Democrats

FL00DIS

MR.

BUT

PEACH

PROFIT

600

HE WANTS

UN ACRE

e

Carlsbad, N. M., Oct. 4. The cot
After dinner yesterday the committees of the Democratic State Con- ton gins at Carlsbad and Loving made
at 2:30 trial runs last week to get everything
vention met at the capitol
o'clock and the convention met short in good running order. Today the gins
ly after 4 p. m. W. C. McDonald was j begin the season's run in earnest and
nominaieu to lane iue uuair iu luc will be kept busy for many months,
The Cotton picking has been in progress
absence of H. B. Fergusson.
nomination was made "by former for some time and at both gins are
Governor W. T.' Thornton.
"In tak- long lines of wagons loaded with the
ing the Job," Mr. McDonald said: "The fleecy staple, ready for the gin. Both
only thing Ahat could induce me to gins have been thoroughly overhauled
and the capacity increased. The
do it is because I like work."
Then there was some discussion of Carlsbad gin uses electric power
the work of the committees and the while at Loving power is furnished
hours they should
have.
Several by gasoline engine.
This year cotton has been grown
motions were put before the house to
for
the first time north of the Carls
8
p. m.
adjourn at 6 p. m. and at
as Portales. The
and even later but there were cries bad project as far up
new district will
of "No." Finally a vote was taken to cotton grown in this
be shipped to Carlsbad to be ginned
adjourn to 9 a. m., and this motion
The crop In the project is likely to
was
was carried.
The adjournment
exceed
2,000 bales. The cotton growtaken to allow the committees to look
ever credentials, to prepare resolu- er, however, Is far from happy, pickers
Steps have
tions and draft a program for the being far from plentiful.
been taken to bring pickers in
just
session
be
in
which
may
convention,
from the outside.
a day or two more.
Peach Growing.
Reads Letter of Regret.
received a marked
Peach
growing
Before taking adjournment Chair- stimulus this season through the suc
man McDonald said he wished to have cess of the first commercial orchards
several letters and telegrams read. planted four years ago. The first crop
They were from prominent Democrats from these orchards nets over $250,00
from various parts of the country and an acre on an average. There were
nearly- every one breathed an earnest places where the gross returns exwish for success of New Mexico, ceeded $600 an acre. The
peach crop
though in every instance the message In this project can be depended on.
of good cheer was prefaced
by the In consequence many farmers are aldoleful words of General Butler and
ready making up their order for peach
General Kuropatkin after great losses trees for fall and winter's
planting
in battle: "I regret to announce."
matter has also attracted the atThe
James B. Lloyd, chairman of the tention of people In, the east In concongressional committee '"regretted sequence inquiries about the peach
to announce" that he could not be
crop and peach land are being made.
here but would send Representative
Court at Carlsbad.
forth
who
will
let
Flood of Virginia
The October term of the district
the flood gates of oratory all over court for Eddy county opened today
the territory. J. D. Hand sent word with Chief Justice Wm. H. Pope prethe Democratic party is confronted siding. The district attorney, L. O.
with the greatest responsibility of its
Fullen, clerk of courts, S. I. Roberts,
career in New Mexico and he added: Sheriff M. C. Stewart, and other
s
"My heart and soul are with you."
There is
are In attendance.
He advised to give and take in the much business at this term. One of
coming conflict and said "we will the cases that will In all likelihood
make the fight for our lives, liberty, take up much time comes from Cha
The ves
freedom for all the people."
county on a change of venue. It
message read like a charge to Na- will be remembered that the city mar
poleon's troops. Mr. Hand concluded shal of Roswell Roy Woofter when he
saying "he had the utmost confidence last May searched the house of Jim
in the convention."
Lynch for liquor was mortally woundGovernor of Colorado.
ed. In his dying statement he chargHis Excellency the Governor of ed Jim Lynch
with the shooting. The
Colorado also sent word, with his
in Roswell is so intense in
feeling
"regrets" of being unable to attend, this matter that Lynch prefers to be
He said, tried in Eddy county.
owing to official business.
among other things: "New Mexico
Going to the Fair.
is at last getting those rights which
Carlsbad
project will go to the Ros
warthe treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgweek. A
ranted for the past sixty years. It well fair in force this for and spe
this
is an outrage she was not admitted cial train is arrangedend of the
lower
prothe
start
will
at
conflict
is
The approaching
before.
one an opportuni
of vital interest to, New Mexico." The ject and give every
ty to join. The valley is cultivating
governor saw in the conditions the
spirit and the oc
throughout the land a feeling of disset
satisfaction that the present combine casion will help bring the actual
The
closer
highway
tlers
together.
almost
of corporate interests "control
all the prices of all things man needs." from Roswell to Malaga is the special
matter that invites the full
Senator Reed.
of the people at present.
Senator James Reed of Missouri
Cutting Affray.
sent his "regrets" but also his best
In a fight south of town yesterday
wishes for harmony in the convenVidal Franco was badly cut The
tion and "ultimate victory."
man was taken to town after
The new governor of Oklahoma wounded
wounds.
was also "unavoidably absent" . but the doctor had dressed the
it is
sent the advice to the delegates to He is in a serious condition and
assailant
survives.
His
doubtful
he
if
in
adopt "only principles and policies
and little is known of
Is a
harmony with the fundamental prin- him. stranger
He is now in jail.
of
-

offi-cer-

working for twenty years to get Arizona and New Mexico into the Union.
The Democratic tide Is rising here
Leave
and everywhere."
;
8.10 a. m. connect with No I west
Governor Wilson.
bound. No. 10 eaatboaad.
Governor Woodrow Wilson of New
Returning arrive U Bant Fe 11: le Jersey found his executive duties
"regretfully" prevented him from at;
4 p. mp connect with No. L W
the convention but he wished
tending
s
f
'
hound.
the delegates well.
at
Santa Fe, 6:80
: Returning arrive
Governor Harmon.
f. m.
The Governor of Ohio, Judge Har
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and mon, could not come either, but he
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eeatbouad said: "The Democratic party is united and stands firmly , for a good,
Returning arrlv at San Fe
honest and economical government"

t the local railroads:

"A. T. A S. F. RyV

.

O.
ft. Q. By.
Adelal 8tevenaon.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for aorta.
Then Mr. McDonald said he had a
letter written by an old man in his
Arrive 3:06 p. m. from north.
own handwriting, and it was from no
New oexleo Central Ry.
Leave 6; 45 p. m., contacts with No. other than Former ;
Adelai Stevenson who saw in the
I cast and i: sooth and west
i
Arrive 8.18 p. m. with connections faithful adherence by New Mexico to
the Democratic doctrine, a "glorious
from No. 8 east .

SellerT An advertise
ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican wil put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before tar.
eyes of all possible buyer.

700D'S

HA.CK LI11B

'
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North Sodh
Prom

Bounds Trains.

;

Leaves Barranca art tho arrival of
the north bound train and arrivoa at
.
Taaa at 7 P.
ahorUr than any other
Tn mlleo eovereo
nacks ana Jdoa
way. Good
tumc Ftn s&oo round trla. Teams
Trr' o aommaratat man to tatV In
V.
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HAD NOT 8EEN SANTA

FE FOR 34 YEARS.
This Delegate Found a Classmate Who
Had Lived With Him In
the Ancient City.
Many of the delegates to the con
vention are naturally much impressed
with Santa Fe and interested in its
romance and antiquity, but tnere is
one delegate attending the convention
who is more pleased to see Santa Fe
probably than any other. His name
Is Andrew Gonzales and he hails from
"I
Las Cruces, Dona Ana county.
have not seen Santa Fe for 34 years,"
he said yesterday. "It was away back
in 1877 that I .was here, attending St
Michael's College. My, how the place
has changed. One would scarcely
know it"
,.vV'4 i;V., --- fMr. Gonzales was much delighted to
meet a classmate of his, Cosmo Her-rerwho lives in Santa Fe. Together they talked over the old days.
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Oeaulne Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
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part of H. B. Fergusson's keynote speech delivered at the opening
of the Democratic State Convention
yesterday waB published in the New
Mexican but some of it was crowded
out.
He talked on the recall and
other matters, saying:
"Now, as to the recall. This is a
matter for each .state to determine.
It is a fundamental right in this
Presicountry that each state has.
dent Taft undertook to dictate to
Arizona what she should put in her
constitution or take out of her constitution, but then he acted like the
Czar of Russia, when ' he wrote the
constltutiou of Finland, filled it with
what he wanted and rammed it down
the throats of the poor Finns. (Ap-

Proprietor.

what he thinks of a 'Standpatter Republican' later. He closed his speech
without going into the subject
Then the central committee and the
executive committee were asked to
Democratic victory."
meet in the supreme court rooms and
All .of the telegrams and letters the credentials committee in the hall
were applauded especially that of the of representatives.
former
Newspaper Pow Wow.
'
Felix Martinez Speaks.
E. C. Wade, of 'the Las Cruces
Felix Martinet was then asked ta Citizen, asked all newspapermen
address tho convention by Colonel (Democratic) to meet at the Palace
this noted to outline a vigorous newspaper cam
Albright, who introduced
Democrat In a gracefully phrased paign in the interests of Democracy.
speech. Felix Martinet said he was A voice yelled: "Does that mean Proalways ready to give "his mind and gressive Republican newspapermen,
He con too?"
bis heart to Democracy."
There were cries: "Yes, yes,"
tinued: "The tide Is now rising. You and "You bet you." Editor Butler,
can clearly see it on the horison. of the Farmlngton Times Hustler,
WIU you take tt?"
arose and asked that the newspaper
He then told of an important busi men hold their meeting at such an
ness ecgagentent that he had broken hour that members of certain comin, El Paso to attend the convention mittees could attend as he said that
and said: . "I have heard Mr. H O. he wanted to be at the meeting. The
Bursum's classification of a Progres- scribes were then advised to meet In
sive Republican.' I want to give my the lobby and decide when they could
classification of a "Standpatter Re- hold their council of war. '
Tho convention then adjourned un
publican,' and that done I will go
homo with tho aatfcfactioB I have til 9 a. m. today, tho delegates .who
said oonetaing I wanted awfully .bad had: no business on committees, reto fry." There m load cheers and turning to their hotels for' supper and
Tor:" v3f.
, r?. r-- :::
wis , wn tor ft row.
',
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C Appla Dumpllaga

cups sifted flour;
ieaspoonful salt; 3 level teaspoonfuls
K C Baking Powder;
cup shortening; about cup milk; apples.
Fill the cups of a buttered muffin pan
with pared and sliced apples, sprinkle
with salt and turn two or three
of water into each cup. Sift
together, three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder; work in the shortening,
and mix to a soft dough with the milk.
Drop the dough from a spoon with the
apples in the cups, giving it a smooth exminterior. Let bake about twenty-fiv- e
utes. Invert the pan on a large serving-dis- h
f
. Put a spoon ul of hard sauce above
the apple in each dumpling and finish
with a grating of nutmeg.
This is only one of the many new. delicious and
Appetizing recipes contained in the K C Cook's
Book, which may be obtninedr
by sending;
the colored certificate packed in every
can of K C Baking Powder to the Jaqces Mfo.
one-ha- lf

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION

IN

THE SOUTHWEST

ls

plause).
"The recall of judges is necessary
to accomplish the purpose of making
size
Chicago. Be sure to (ret the
a judge as well as any other official Co.,
smaller cans do not, contain Cook's Book cerresponsible to the sovereign people. tificates
A Judge who would do wrong to avoid
the recall would do worse to hold his NEW MEXICO DEMOCRATIC
position with a boss (Applause).
PRESS ASSOCIATION,
Roman Times.
Referring to the practices of the an- T. J. Mabry Is Elected President and
Well Known Newspaper Men
cients the speaker continued:
Are Other Officers.
"This granting of special privileges
to the rich is not exactly a new thing.
There was a time in the history ofj Following the suggestion made at
Rome when wealth became
corrupt,! the convention
yesterday by E. C.
unpatriotic, avaricious and grasping so Wade of Las Cruces, the Democratic
that a patriot in his indignation de- and
"Progressive" newspapermen now
clared that there had been a day in the
city met at the Palace last
when to be called a Roman was prenight and formed the New Mexico
ferable to being called a king. There Democratic
Press Association electing
were also days when every official was
officers:
the
following
President, T.
like Caesar's wife, 'above suspicion,'
J. Mabry, editor of the Clovis Jourand in those days the Initiative, refer
C. de Baca,
endum and recall were not needed. nal; vice presidents, E.
A. J. Clovis; sec"But today these measures are the William Butler and
sole means to save our country from retary, Carl Green; and treasurer, Luunrestrained and unbridled, predatory cius Dills.
The association has twenty members
wealth.
and they pledge themselves to pursue
Which Ring?
"In New Mexico, too, we need these an aggressive campaign between now
things to protect liberty, to grant and November 7, in the interests of
equal rights to all and special privi- Democracy.
But some of you
leges to none.
The charter members of the orgacl
may correctly think' we 'do not need s:it. on are as follows:
the recall of the Judiciary.
Let us
Wm. Butler, the
Times Hustlef
not be too radical. Let us not deter Farmlngton.
any honest Republican of New Me
Rafael
El Mensajero
Romero,
ico from Joining with us to rid New Mora.
Mexico of an unprincipled ring. (ApE. C. de Baca, La Voz del Pueblo,
.
.
.. v,
plause)
East Las Vegas.
E. P. Aldredge, New Mexico Bap
"My friends, I know you want to
do all you can to help New Mexico. tist, Portales.
Let us not split our principles. If Karl W. Greene, Press Bureau, Demyour house Is on fire do not raise a ocratic State Central Committee, Alfamily row by discussing then and buquerque.
there what kind of a house you will
H. J. Collins, the Balance Wheel, Albuild.
Put out the fire first.
buquerque.
"In conclusion, my friends, let us
A. C. Torres, EI Defensor del Pue-Mo-:
Socorro.
inaugurate a state government and
welcome the aid of every honest man
Lucius Dills, the Morning News,
in New Mexico to it. Let us form a Roswell.
Leandro Sena, La Nueva Estrella,
government that will save our youn
men who have political
aspirations Santa Rosa, and El Voz Publlca,
from the necessity of bending the Vaughn.
knee to a corrupt ring. (Cheers and
H. B. Ryther, the Herald, Portales.
J. Gordon Smith, the Pantagraph,
applause).
The Blue Ballot.
Wagon Mound.
"I further urge the adoption of the Wm. B. Walton, the Independent
the constitution Silver City.
provision amending
called the blue ballot.
John A. Haley, the News, Carrizozo
(At the mention of the blue ballot the delegates
A. J. Loomis, the Eagle, Santa Fa
in the hall rose to their feet and
J. G. Albright, State Democrat, Al
cheered). It is simply a measure to buquerque.
J. E. Curren, the Democrat, Mel
keep the government of New Mexico
within the reach of the people-t- o rose.
correct wrong where It exists."
Vicente Thomas and J. N. Vigil,
Mr. Fergusson then concluded his El Blen Publico, Taos.
M. B. Sisneros, La Cometa, Folsom.
speech, which lasted only .57 minutes,
Edward D. Tlttman, Free Press,
by begging pardon if he had talked
too long.
There were cries of "No, Hillsboro.
No," as the speaker took his seat and
Wm. C. Liller, managing director,
then there was prolonged applause.
press bureau, National Democratic
League of Clubs.
CLEVER 8TOCK SWINDLING
T. J. Mabry, the Journal, Clovis.
8CHEME IS DISCOVERED.
E. C. Wade, Jr., Las Cruces, and
Tony A. Ferlet, Anthony,
Names of Albuquerqueans Forged to
Willis G. Brown, the Reporter,
Certificates Had to go to Los
Raton.
Angeles to Testify.

C01RSES

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

-- C0MMERCIAL,

form Separate

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

Send

Departments

for Prospectus

BROTHER

EDWARD,

PRES

New Mexico Military

Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked bv United States War De--

rartment as "Distinguished Institu

tion." Army officers detauea Dy war
Department.
Throueh Academic course, prepar
ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden apot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleees.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
tat all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
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W .M. ATKIlMSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.
For particulars and illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Superintendent

Look Here, Men !
Style

.

Albuquerque,

N. M., Oct. 4.

A. W. TODAY

Bikker, Jr., of this city, state agent
for the Continental
Casualty Company, has been subpoenaed and will
go to Los Angeles, October 30, as the
star witness for the state of California in its case against Cullem and
Barry, charged with conducting, a
swindling game by means of forged
stock certificates. The defendants are
accused of forging the names of Mr.
and Mrs. Bikker to certificates of
Minstock in the Florence-Goldfleling Company and disposing of them.
It is alleged among other things that
the defendants traded this alleged
bogus stock for a $2,500 automobile.
Mr. Bikker and wife bought 300
shares of stock in the Florence-Gold-fiel-d
concern some years ago, paying
S1.90 on the day of the big panic when
the stock had been hammered down
from $5. In 1907, they sold out their
holdings at $2.50, and two years ago
the market in California was flooded
stock
with bogus Florence-Goldflelcertificates ranging from 500 to 2,500
shares each. It is alleged that the
name of Bikker and wife were forged
on these certificates and they were
then endorsed on the back and palmed
When
off on the confiding public.
the automobile transaction occurred,
the bank into which the certificates
were deposited called up j President
Lockhart of the Florence-Goldflel- d
Company to inquire about them and
Lockhart wired back at once to arrest Cullem and Barry. Since their
preliminary hearing two or three
months ago,1 the defendants have
been in Jail and the trial of Cullem
Is called for October 30.
d

Ylce-Preside-

.

S mad

SOFT DRINKS

CBXtY, LUL3 SOA,
coca CCU,
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Democracy."
'
Governor Folk.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Former Governor Joseph W. Folk,
of Missouri, was also "regretfully un
Register
able to attend the convention, but
I hope to come to New Mexico later,"
TIMETABLE ALL
he said, "to push the cause of DemoLOCAL TRAINS cracy and good government."
"Me Too," Champ Clark.
Champ Clark said: "I have been
The fallowing are the time tables

a

BALLOT

the Boston Cooking School Magazine
Here is a new way to make apple
dumplings that will surely please every
housewife, for it is not necessary to
have whole apples, and the juice cannot
run out and burn as with apple dumplings where the apple is placed in the
center and the dough turned up around
it. The biscuit part forms a crispy
shell that holds the apples and juice.

M

t4bcs delivered

--

N. M.

Are You

THEBLUE

Served With Hard Sauce or Cream
and Sngr
By Mrs.JanetMcKenzUHill, Editor of

to Hold District Court "Special Train to Concluding Remarks of His Keynote Speech Were Plea
Before
Council of War
Albuquerque Fair
for Harmony.
Affraythe Campaign.

Newspapermen-Decid-

a

G0MIN6

Claimant names as witnesses: Jose
Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel
Wright, Roberto Armljo, all of Golden ciples
B.

Damplinds

IS UNNECESSARY

AT CARLSBAD

AGE THREE

New Way to Make Apple

JUDGES' RECALL

GQTTOri GUIS

MEM

GREAT

o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. 9, Land Ou.ce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior,

September
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If you want anything en earth
Vw MAskiu Want Ad. -

hi

THE FEAST OF
ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISSI.

IS

For
Every
Oj-

mon.

"

?Hr IV'.'u

The main altar of the Cathedral was
resplendent under the rays of hun
dreds of candles and the floral decorations were superb. The music of
the church choir was suitable to the
occasion.
St Francis, the founder of the Fran
to
clscan order, flourished
1182
1226. In youth he was a high spirit
among the nobles of Assissi, but after a
a serious illness he decided to cast
aside the honors and
pleas
ures of the world and become a religious, taking the tows of poverty.
chastity and obedience." St. Francis's
rule of renouncing all possessions exercised a marvelous spiritual influ;
ence in Europe.

Foot

GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH of

The satisfactory service of
factory service.
every pair of OUR SHOES is guaranteed.
This means that you will get your money's worth
of style and your money's worth of comfort.
You can't misunderstand.it.
We mean exactly
.. .. ..
what we say. .. .. ,. ..

Brilliantly.

n.

""

style
TO out of a shoe, that shoe must give satis-

He Is Patron 8alnt of the Cathedral
Where Fete Is Celebrated
Today is the feast of St. Fronds
of Assissi, the patron saint of the
Cathedral. There the feast was fittingly celebrated by benediction last night
and by a high mass at 9:30 this morning celebrated by the Vicar General,
the Rt. Rev. A. Fourchegu, with Chan
cellor Joseph Pugens deacon, and the
FathRev. Carlos Bobst,
er Jules Deraches preached the ser-

-

$3.50--$4.- 00

--

$4.50 and $5,00

THE SHOE
Without a Pinch
For Ladies we have a variety of snappy lasts in the
new high toe effect with
medium or high heels, button or blucher dull leather,

patent colt, gun metal,

suede or velvet, and can
satisfy the particular shoe

requirements of any and
all women.'

$3.00- -

$3.50

$4.00 and $5.00

....

"

LET THE WANT
COLUMN

DO IT.

A good live advertisement in the
Want column of toe New Mexican will
rent any property that- - la rentable.

There tt alwaye soma oae that wants
try what yon have got tat you must let It
I
them know It
l
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THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
AUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
vice President.
K.
JOHN
STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER.
Secretary-Treasure,
General Manager.
r.

Eatered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postoflice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier
.25
Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
Dally, per month, by mail
.66
Oaiiy, per year, by mall..
7.00

Daily, six months, by mall
Weekly, six months
Weekly, ver year
Weekly, per quarter

(3.50
1.00
2.00

......

.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
1b the oldest
New
Mexican
The
newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
anion the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
(UNION fHiLABCC?

THE TICKET.

Secretary

Taft

OCTOBER '4,

WEDNESDAY,

1911.

has

paid over to Territorial Treasurer
Otero $6190.00, incorporation fees for
the quarter just ended. In Arizona
and in some other Democratic states,
corporation lees have been perquisites of some favorite officials. In
New Mexico, a Republican legislature
has seen to it that the money is
covered into the territorial treasury.
The large amount annually derived
from this source also demonstrates
that under the Republican
regime,
capital Is being encouraged to come
into New Mexico for the development of latent resources."
With the
Democratic party in possession
of
the state, there would be an immediate and decided falling off both in
the number of incorporations and the
capital that they represent, for wherever radical Democracy is rampant
there exists business distrust.
New
Mexico by surrendering to the Democratic party would lose all those material benefits that it had hoped to
'attain through and with statehood.

: How About

That Fire Insurance?

FIRST

NATIONAL

IS YOUR PROPERTY FILLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE
GENERAL

--

:

:

AGENTS,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!
!

SANTA FE,

:

M.

:

Santa Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

The
"inner circle of
five bosses of the Democratic party
in New Mexico met yesterday ln private conclave and over the cigars and
whiskey, fixed the slate which was to
be forced down , the throats of the
'300 to 400 delegates.
For a time,!
there was screeching and wailing, but
finally the raspy noise frlm the protesting Young Cossacks indicated that
they were gulping down the dose with
as few grimaces and as little fuss
as possible.
In answer to protests,
the spokesman for the inner circle of,
five, calmly remarked:
"We know
better what is good for the party than
and youngsters!"
you newcomers
"Take your dose!" the kennel
owner said to the ' pup as he blew
a tablespoonful of castor oil down the
pup's throat.

Window Frames,

Mouldings,

Sash, Doors,

Wainscotting,

Door

Casings, Base,

Dry

Frames,
RunJIooring

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security-- . iBitys aadells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its 'customers. Buys and sells
domestic - and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given byr any moaey transmitting
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
R.

J.

PALEN,

President.

J.

-

L. A.JJUGHES,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

4

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

BANK

OF SANTA FE

COMPANY

MOULTON-ESP- E

9

j

GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS TTOUNTY.
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MKSUEL CO.
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
TREASURER
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALTLL'O "COUNTY.
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION
ANDREW B.
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRA NK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNTY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
COUNTY.
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS GEORGE W. ARNIIJO, SANTA FE
COUNTY; HUGH
WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,

W. M.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

B. READ,

Cashier.

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

Specifications, Etc.

33166.

A NEW BOOK.

Illustrated History of New Mexico

"With a peach crop
that yielded
By BENJAMIN M. READ.
as high as $600 an acre profit, and
An
Original, Reliable and Accurate History.
with a harvest of 2,000 bales of cotton and not counting the main crop Commended By Well Known Historians and Persons of High Standing in the
of alfalfa, the Carlsbad project in the '
"
Word of Letters. (Soon to Be .Published.)
lower Pecos valley certainly has given evidence that its tributary country
FOR 'FURTHER INFORMATION AND PRICES APPLY TO
will eventually be a land where milk
and honey flows and where plenty
shall be the lot of the diligent farmer. New Mexico has more valleys like
.
.
.
.
.
SANTA-- FE,
.
NEW MEXICO.
that. With the building of more Irri- gation systems and the application til
improved farming methods, New Mex-- '
ico crops will be worth" $200,000,000 a
year instead of only $20,000,000 as nt
,
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Furnished rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric
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e

Beef,

:

up-to-d-

,

ASSORTMENT OF

JlfW

uuui anu xeaiiier,

in

taps

With or Without Goggles.
Call and See Us.

:-

it

$2.50

These are our selections, and
over
will find there a

I

Don

f

1 II!

MlMaiihattafl Avenue.

Gasper

) BEST

CLOSE-I-

RESIDENCE

N

better guarantee to
than money back
not satisfactory when
deal at the Parlor Market.

W. N. TOWNSEND

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

fal

THE MARKET.
BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

at

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

Ration,

A

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

Pw

o

O.C. WATSON & CO.
Santa Fe, N.

a

GO.

M.

Where Prices are
LOWEST

ucauuiui

& Fancy
Staple
viuua

u

Groceries

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Article That You Might Be Interested In.
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS, 8
and we can show you. Our stock is complete In all details

H. C. YONTZ, '"ffi"

''

Best of Food

,

-

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids
Pecos and Mora Rivers
.

X Teleg raph

-

Water y
$15 a Week

Glorieta

.

!

DOLE'S

j

EXTRA

C

Write Pecos

I
1

f

a."

DC 1 3.

RISING,

it is

FSE?Sr

f

Day and Night Phone.

-

Phone, 130 Red.

H.

s.

FANCY

r aC H CS
PC

hue

a

educational,-th-

Automobile

ultimate result

Satisfaction Guaranteed.
many of the good American dollars that otherwise would be PAUL
LACASSAGNE
spent abroad will find their way into
JOS Saa Francisco Street.
the various avenues of American
trade. "We want every American to
JS X
X X
X X X
X X
X
know this country as well as the
bright school boy knows his daily Ies- son," said Mr. unanes h xl. ; DicKey,
cahirmaa of the - Greater Baltimore
Committee. "Let them realize that
Christopher Columbus' discovery of
t
America was the greatest thing that
CARPENTERS
ever happened and that we went them
AND CABINET MAKERS.
do Just the very same thing that Co
lumbus did. What will be the result?
I
When any of our people go abroad
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
jthey will put America on the 'talk
SIGN PANTING NEATLY DONE
map' of every foreign country they vis-I- t
and It will not be long until this
country 4s filled with European tour-- j All Work Guarantee
Phone, led IIS
will be

Welch's Grape Juice

108 Palace Avenue

xxxxxxxxstxxsxx

five-cen-

SIGN PAINTING

LEFT.

MULLIGAN

'A

on every article in our store at
mensely reduced prices.

1 ADOLPH

im- -

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Carriage

Pine Apple Juice

w--j

BUTT RPOS CO..

K

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CO.

I

X

-

X

MAW
Thlc
1 1115 mud
MUM gU nllTT
80 acres all under

and ls THE B,aaEST barqain
ever offered in Irrigated Lands.

ditch and exceptionally good fence.
HOUSE,

OOOD

.

JUST A FEW OF THOSE

Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks

'

V

The Most Delicious of Drinks, Palatable and Refreshing. A Decided Aid to Digestion.

Best of Beds

.

5AFE QUALITY.

Pure Hawaiian

s(OM Sparks Ranch )

Open . May 15th -- for the Fishing Season

SPECIAL SALE

I

Flour, Hay and Grain,

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
'

K
"A large part ,of this vast amount
is undoubtedly spent in France, par--!
Ocularly In Paris," said Mr. Osborne
j "While I was in that city last summer
K
I discussed this topic with an Ameri-- !
can citizen who is a keen observer
land has lived in Paris continuously
We guarantee each and every Bot
many years I suggested that Amertie we sell to last one year.
ican tourists spend annually at least
1
He replied
$100,000,000 in France.
that he believed that sum was dropped $
4
Always Reliable
by our compatriots in the little Rue
DRUGGISTS
ot
de la Palx for jewelry on one side
the street and gowns on the other."
Phone, Red Ml. NithtPhone,RedS8.
Just pause a moment and think if
that two hundred million dollars wag
kept in this country it would buy
t
forty-fou- r
loaves of bread
for each one of the 90,000,000 of men,
women and children, or supply at least
&
a half "a dozen shirts to every man
over 18 years old. ;"
PAINTING
While the primary object of the
In
Greater Baltimore Committee
launching,, the "See America First"
movement, and the committee of prominent BalUmoreans now In charge of
1

FOR

iiaim-raiuic-

XXXXX

AllofNextWeek

Washineton. S8.000.000:
$7,500,000; Cleveland,
Detroit,
Buffalo, $7,000,000;
$6,000,000;
Cincinnati,
$6,000,000;
Newark, N. J. $6,000,000; Milwaukee,
3,000,000; New Orleans, $4,500,000;
SS.500.000:

!

CO.

the beautiful Circassian Walnut

rs

Baltimore,

:
119 San Francisco St.,
Phone, Red 189.

&

XXSSXXX3SXXXSS&3SX

ON

LOTS

them

difference.

COFFEE, 30c LB.

and

5!

to $5.00

Ve-to-

.

Phone 36

P.O. Box, 219.
"- -

-

ut

BROS. COMPANY.

SELlGMAfJ

"

d

Gas-Roast- ed

1
Bargains In All Lines.

-

FRUITS

j

;

Men's &. Boys' Caps,
AUiomoDiie

-tfMO

Children's Coats

Point Oysters, Fish

stand-form-

Fresh-Dresse-

ALSO FINE

WEEK

Lamb

in every respect.

ate

$8.50

Veal and

New Fall and Winter Goods just received,

I snappy and

Pork,
Mutton,

port-minin-

.

THIS

Ladies' Cloaks

d

i

SPECIAL

that

P.

J. P. Steed & Son

;

i

wells,, chicken house, 300
40 acres in alfalfa. As'k about

fruit trees,

three-year-o- ld

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

it

before TOO LATE.

&

Insurance Afency.

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 52

No. 229

Residence

Man Tailored - to - Your Measure
--

--

.

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS
Customers and Friends are
dially invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

cor- -

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS
Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDESi

Satisfaction

tag parties."

AND

IN STYLE, QUALITY

FIT

auf4nt3Ht4vi4Viix44mtmmm

s

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

s

Listen

o
,

!

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

(at

Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
Why
are using it. It saves
are
light
display
-

o
t5tf

.

!

md
i

7

i

You pay tor; by having It right where you
on your
bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our
rooms
open for your
we
of
have
'
end
the
finest line Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
inspection,
th Idea that1 these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum- light, and better looking than
anything you can get.
r

--3

If

--

Anfcto-.

..w.ti.itaiij.)...J'.,B.V

1,

J.'-- i.

'rti'.

mm
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a.

Louis Bocky

PsciUc

Kailwav

1. k

DYSPEPSIA

bomDanv

Stomach vid Intestines

and Diseases of ike
tnnif

GENERAL OFFICES
1

1

pm

-

7

,

Miles

am
30

2 30
2 47

11
16
20
25
81
42
49
o
7

8 07
3 45

48
55

.

r

.

4
4
6
6
6
6

'

6

Lr..De

Ounolngnum
....Ollfton House N.M
Ar
Lvj
Raton, N. M
.Lv
Ari io
Katou.N.M
... Clifton House K'M.... 9
8
gPreston.
8
Koehler Junction
Koehler
Oerrosoeo

Ar
Lv

l
4

Cimarron
Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park, N.

Ar

94

166
1

TTTTTTTTTT

49
32
55

....

Ar am
M..

30

i6 TTTTT

6 85
6 27
6 17

.Lv

6 00

p m jj ,p m
Connects at Colfax with E. P. 4 S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
fiStage for Van Houten N. M, meets trains at Preston N.I M.
Stage leaves Ute Park. N, M., for Bllsabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 A. m, daily exoep
trip : nfty pound baggage carrted free.
ndays, Fare ti.w one way S3.50
O. A 8. train leaves Des Mclnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. .'arrives from tb
tb at 4:38 a. tn.

t

-.

S. G. DEDMAN,

J.

E. FOUGERA

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe
tea, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast,
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,

via NEW

p5k
pMsinteiA

THE
BEST

EAST
OR

pWEST

ROUTE

Fee

rates and full information addrau

EUGENE FOX,

o-f-

.

p--

a.

El Paso Texas.

rxn..txiri

ft

QTiiTr nnmiiriHTinm

UiniL

UUI.VLI. I IUI.

SANTA FE.

For the above occasion "the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
will protect one fare for the round trip

FROM
STATIONS ON ITS LINES IN NEW MEXICO.

ALL

TO
SANTA FE, N. M.
A

SELLING DATES. From Aztec and Farmington, Sep-- !l
20 and 30: from Chama and Lumberton. Sentemher
tfv auw uvwui a , ii viii kiuuuuv auu i.0piiuuiaf
&uuii a suu Hi

t ember

RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 8.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

& CO.
New York.

I

a

4

Agents V. S.

I

F. M. WILLIAMS,
P. Agent,

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P.
G. M

Superintendent.

in a

as this remedy is named, is introduced to
the American public as the best and safest
treatment in ail eases or wen k, siuptrisn
and impalreJ digestion, indicated by the
follow intf symptoms: Coated tn?ue, btek
of appetite, vomiting, jaundice, burning
pains In stomach headache, acidity
dizziness constipation colic general
clpre5.sion, aversion to certain fmxis,
dyspepsia, diarrhoea flatulence, stomach
ache, etc.
Stomalix is nrcnared ny Saiz de Carlos.
a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist
oi Inchest standing in burnpe.
&trimpOTittnt. Stomalix is not a mere
stimulant, makmff tne patient the victim
of a medicine habit, but restores the
functions to robust hejilth. with
ma capaeiiy to uo meir woriv whikiui
further aid. For Sale by all Drugoista.

8 02
7 45

Lv

avrA nn

at.

4 00
3 60
3 30
8 15
8 05
2 45
2 25

9 05
8 20

liOoltax

68
76
82

16
43
00
10
18
2S
46

i Tit

12

Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedroan
(Japulln
Vigil
Thompson

2

3 35

(Read Up)
2

crko1

r t .'

:

1910

STATION B

0
4

740

06
8 20
35
g
50
10
9 35
10 00

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st

(Road Down)

Via

short time entirely removed by a
safe and absolutely harmless remedy,
recommended by the medical pro- -

Hotel 'Arrivals.
Palace.
C. A. Bishop, City.
Edward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
George F. Albright, Albuquerque.
H. B. Holt, Las Cruces.
D. Sellgman, Las Cruces.
J. H. Paxton, Las Cruces.
W. S. Gillian, Las Cruces.
N. C. Frenger, Las Cruces.
P. H. Bailey, Las Cruces.
Bliss Freeman, Las Cruces.
J. E. Goodell, Albuquerque.
John Corbett, Deming.
John J. Frax, St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton, Watrous.
J. D. Hess, Las Vegas.
C. D. Cleveland, Las Vegas;
B. Ruppe, Albuquerque.
M. L. Fox, Albuquerque.
C. M. Barnes, Willard.
Dan Stein, Las Vegas.
Vincent Tinder, Las Vegas.
Charles Wiegand, Las Vegas.
L. G. Rice, Albuquerque.
W. E. Rogers, Roswell. '
Orville Cook, Cimarron.
W. F. Reed, Albuquerque.
A. A. Bowman, Elida.
J. P. Williams, Vaughn.
W. E. Martin, Socorro.
S. E. Allison, Albuquerque.
J. P. Martinez, Jr., Park View.
William Fraser, Valdez.
John W Sleeper, Denver.
C. B. Stubblefield, Alcalde.
C. H. Barnes, Colorado Springs.
B. Mynott, Salt Lake City.
Dr. Guido Harringer, Oscuro.
F. B. Monk, Washington.
W. E. Carlton, Washington.
N. Studebaker Kiley, Denver.
N. Graham, Albuquerque.
N. D Westland, Pena Blanca.
S. Frank, City.
W. Jay me, Roswell.
(
Miss Aurelia Baca, Las Vegas.
Antonio Lucero, Las Vegas.
W. G. Haydon, Las Vegas.
Rafael Romero, Mora.
H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas.
S. E. Pelphrey, French.
John C. Sears, San Marclal.
Hugh R. Buerger, Denver.
Juan Rubio, Roswell.
L. H. Fox, Colorado Springs.
W. F. Willute, City.
Montezuma.
Rv. A. A. Davis, Carlsbad.
-Leroy O. Moore, City.
L. Manheimer, Cincinnati.
Charles E. Dennis, Clovls.
E. L. Alldridge, Portales.
S. E. Allison, Albuquerque.
J. I. Sedar, Albuquerque.
Louis Rosenbach, Albuquerque.
M. U. Tinley, Roswell.
C. C. Hill, Roswell.
J. A. Brittain Mcintosh.
Jim Williamson, Roswell.
H. J. Cunningham, City.
T. Espe, City.
v
J. B. Levert, City.
B. P. Garrett, Fort Morgan,
Colo
rado.
J. P. Williams, Vaughn.
A. Sulzer, East Las Vegas.
W. S. Watson, Denver.
C. G. Read, Denver.
Coronado,
Rodolph Cordova, Espanola.
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
J. D. Kavanaugh, Las Vegas.
Jose de Garcia, Las Vegas.
It. Ross, Albuquerque.
Antonio Lopez, City.
Jose Trinidad Martinez, Ledoux.
Miguel Trujlllo, Ledoux.
M. Vigil, Las Cruces.

M.

rock hen Two single pullets, two
one cockerel and a pen full of
hens,
BE
blue ribbon fowls are coming from J.
J. Dtan of Moneta, California, and Mr.
Dean will also send some samples of
his prize corn, quinces and eggs.
The Sunshine State Poultry Plant of
Albuquerque Ed Ha.ey manager, will
fine birds in the
twenty-fivIsaac Barth, President, Is have
show and other local growers are going to be represented much aiore exBoosting for It in
tensively then in last year's phenomSanta Fe
enally successful poultry exhibition. It
is going to be a great show and Superbeen
IT intendent John Rush, who has
GOV. MILLS WILL OPEN
working on it for months, is now busier than the proverbial hen with one
chicken.
He Will Also Attend the MonBig Events.
tezuma Ball to Be Held at
The biggest racing events ever held
in New Mexico are on the program
the Alvarado.
and the base ball tournament will creIsaac Barth, president of the state ate interest beyond the limits of the
fair at Albuquerque, which opens next new state. This having been a prosex- week, and who is incidentally one of perous year for the farmers, the
the leaders in the Democratic convention here, is using his spare time while
in Santa Fe to talk about the glories
of the fair and extenaing hearty invitations to Santa Feans to attend. The
railroad rates are unusually favorable
and the attractions this year are out
of the usual, and include a number
I
of aviation events, a Curtiss aeroplane
booked.
famous
a
and
aviator being
Governor Mills has promised Mr.
Barth to open the fair on next Monday and also to lead the grand march
at the Montezuma ball at the Alvarado on Friday evening, October 13.
Art Department.
The art department o the state fair
announces that many beautiful and
interesting exhloits are coming in
rapidly this week, with many rare old
treasures, heirlooms and articles of
historic interest. There will be some
exquisite displays in the textile department. All exhibitors are urged
to have their displays in place on Saturday, at which time the superintend
ISAAC BARTH,
ent and committee in charge will be
President of Fair Association.
present all day to receive the exhibits.

FI WILL

1 nan
A strong man

Show.

his Stomach

is strong all over. No man can be
who is suffering from weak stomach with its

e

Poultry

.

atron
consequent indigestion, or from some other disease
of the stomach and its associated organs, which impairs digestion, and nutrition. For when the stomach
is weak or diseased there is a loss of tho nutrition
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
strength. When a man " doesn't feel just right,"
when he. doesn't sleen
-t tr wa11 Via n ....
wuwuuwudkI
feeling in the stomach after eating, is languid, nervous, irritable and despondent, be is losing the nutrition needed to make strength.
Sue a man should use Dp. Pierce's Golden Medical

It cures diseases of the stomach and other
organs ot digestion and nutrition. It enriches the blood,
invigorates the liver, strengthens the kidneys, nourishes
tho nerves, and so GIVES HEALTH ZAD CTBEKGTH TO
Discovery.

THE WHOLE BODY.
Yon can't afford to accept a secret nostrum as a substitute tor this nonalcoholic medicine of known composition, not even though tbe urgent dealer
may thereby make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed on wrapper.
CLOVER FIELDS AND
'dairy.
COUNTRY SUNSHINE, been

The change in conditions has
met, even forestalled, . by a
I tremendous
growth in the production
Chicago No Longer Center of Great--; of "process" or "renovated" butter,
est Butter Producing Region in
Daily outputs of some concerns which
United States.
have headquarters in Chicago and
Chicago,
minols, Octtfber 4.
plants in Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and
The butter producing center of the j the Dakotas exceed 100,000 pounds,
west rapidly is retreating from Chi- - cream being received from a wide
cago westward as a result of the city's zone in which the hand separator is
enormous consumption of milk; dairy--j used on the farms.
The cream is
ing in the adjacent counties has taken churned with butter that had become
on a new aspect.
One after another unmarketable and had been subject
of the creameries of the famous "El-- ; to a deodorizing and sterilizing pro-gidistrict" have been forced to close cess, and the product is the major
because their supplies of milk and part of the "creamery butter" of
have been diverted to the city, 'day, usually sold in a dainty wrapper
the price of butter not having advan-- j under names that fairly sing of clover
ced at the same pace as the price of fields and country sunshine.
milk for the city's population. Chi
Palace Hotel Sold.
cago housewives, at least, have the
consolation of knowing that butter
The Palace hotel at Cerrillos, southprices are not ascending as alarming ern Santa Fe county, has been sold
ly as those of children's milk, The; by Mrs. Green to Joseph Vergolio who
decline of butter production around has leased it to Mrs. Parrott of MaChicago was hard hit by the higher drid who will run a first class hosprices obtained by the organized dairy telry. Mrs. Green will be greatly
men to compensate them for the In- missed by the Cerrillos people, havcreased expense imposed by tubercu- ing been one of the first pioneers in
lin tests, sterilized milk and other re southern Santa Fe county.
Many
quirements of the city health depart years ago, Mr. Green, now deceased,
hibits in the agricultural department ment. At the same time many dairy owned the Madrid coal mines, and latwill eclipse all former displays. Spe- men have sold their herds because er built the Palace hotel. Mrs. Green
cial attention has been paid the art they could not get the help needed, and daughter, Ruth, will go to Call-anwere sick of the endless round fornia, where they will live in the
department and the prizes in the
poultry show are the heaviest ever of- of work seven days a week in the future.
fered in the Southwest. The coming
of statehood, the political excitement,
the renewed interest in the state, all
will draw crowds.
n

-
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Plays

i

.

Albuquerque, Oct.

9-1-

1911

4,

AVIATION

CURTIS

MEET

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thi 111 the crowd
for

three days, October

11, 12

and

13

DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
Day, Friday, Oct
by the BLACK- WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

raced Bull " Durham
$1,000 2 beThis
stake was given
BASEBALL EVERY

Iff

EXCITING

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

r

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
,

it

General Express Forwarders
to
All Parte of Th World

,

S"

1

tvUI V

PriW
ImVmVJ

Jali

U.

'yu'u

Canada, Mexico

--

SS"

UailTTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPH
4

J. D. BARNES, Agent.
a

.

f

with lumber manufac
turers in the South, to determine the
saving that can be effected by using
odd lengths of lumber as well as
even, has begun to bear fruit That in
vestigation showed that a material
saving was practicable, and at a recent meeting of a Southern Lumber
Manufacturers' Association the fact
was brought out that a beginning has
been made In putting the new plan
into practice, and that an Increase
in the sale of odd lengths Is antlcl
pated for the near future.
It was formerly the custom, and
generally is so still, to sell lumber
I in
even lengths only.
Waste re
sulted from cutting off the ends of
I odd
lengths to make them even.
I considerable
percentage of a saw-That Is,
mill's output is defective.
I
boards have had knots, decayed spots,
lor spilt ends, and the detective parts
I

by Purchasing Walls
Domestic
Orders, Traveler
Money
pug,
Honey Ordars

S,

That Resulted From Old
Method Waa Enormous But is
Being Eliminated.
Washington, D. C, October 4 The
investigation carried on last year by
the U. S. Department of Agriculture

Waste

HORSE RICES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

MAKINQ USE OF
OLD TIMBER LENGTHS,

EVEI FIXE

DAY

M0 llfiRT

Coiwttnction
The Patented '
of
Cole's Air Tlgbt Wood Hester means that the
Are Is aerer oat from the time the stove Is
set up In the fall until taken down In the
It means
combnstlon of foel so
spring.
complete that yon do not have to remove the
ssAes ortener .than once in twn.
"nt".
WOOD-DAVI-S

HARDWARE CO,
Agsma, Santa Fe, N.

x
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at the Elks' Friday
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to interpret the role of "John Gale"
the Squaw man, In "The Barrier'

OF INTEREST TO
MR. WALSH,
The Aviator Who Will Fly the Curtiss Aeroplane.

are cut out. To make an even length
of what remains, it is often necessary
to cut off a foot of good wood with
the bad, and it is wasted. The practice of marketing odd lengths as well
as even is meant to lessen this waste.
The sale of pdd lengths of lumber
will frequently lessen waste in the
woods also; for example, a log may
be cut fifteen feet lone which, fol
lowing the old custom, would be cut
only fourteen, and the extra foot
would be left in the woods.
The Introduction of odd lengths
meets with opposition from many
builders who are prejudiced in favor
of even lengths simply because they
have never used any other kind.
Nevertheless, there are many places
in which odd pieces are more economical than even ones for instance,
where nine-foo- t
studding is used.
the ends
Following former custom,
must be cnt from even lengths to
make the timbers fit.
Some manufacturers of flooring successfully sell
odd and even lengths, thus lessening
waste In the woods, at the mill, and
in the construction of buildings.
WAS AMONG FIRST TO '
CLIMB MESA ENCANTADA.
Matt Knapp, the Famous Photogra-pheGoes From Santa Fe to at.
. tend
Albuquerque Fair.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 4. "I was
a member ot the first party that ever
scaled the Enchanted Mesa," said
Matt Knapp in this city yesterday. Mr.
Knapp, a traveling photographer, arrived from Santa Fe accompanied by
his wife and will remain here until
after the. fair.
? j
Mr. Knapp related! la ?s' most interesting way the successful attempt to
explore the top of the "Mesa Encan-tada- "
r,

the great perpendicular
1

1'

t

7

,

A.'

which will be

Eleanor Haber ts appearing for the n,ph
time under the Ernest Ship-- i
man management.
Four years ago in New York City
Mr. Shipman selected her from a long
line of applicants to succeed Maryj
Mannering in "The Walls of Jericho"
for tb? tour of the eastern cities.
Simultaneously he contracted with
Effle Shannon to play the same role
in conjunction with Herbert Kelcey
iur me western company.
t i
the vivacious part of "Nocia" In
Rex Beach's charming drama of Alaskan life, "The Barrier" is ideally suit
ed to an actress of Miss Haber's tem
perament.
Miss Haber's many friends and admirers, who have delighted in her
I
work In "The Man of the Hour" and
successes
will
New
other
York
appreciate her interpretation of the Rex
Beach heroine.
The splendid financial and artistic
success of The Barrier Company last
season, permits the management to
go far afield in getting together an
excellent cast.
The coming tour opens at Reno,
Nevada, on Labor Day, visiting In succession Salt Lake, Denver and other
western cities, thence returning for a
tour of the Pacific coast
, This will
be the No. 1 company,
under the stage direction of Norval
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NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
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No Man is Stronger

mm

The entries aave begun to pour in
for the annual poultry show to be held
in connection with the New Mexico
state fair next week, and they
are expected to increase in number
during the next few days as the open
ing date draws near. D. F. Wieland of
Los Angeles will have one pen of
barred rocks, and one single barred

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

i

" lit

rock,

feet high, near iae rock which
bears the ancient pueblo village of
Acoma, some sixteen miles from
The men In charge of the expedition io determine 'whether or not
the rock had been Inhabited according to the legend, were Professor Llb-be-y
of Princeton University.
E. L.
Bridgman, newspaperman on the staff
of the Brooklyn Eagle; Mr. Knapp
and a reporter for the Morning Journal accompanying the party. ;
"We had a
cannon along
and shot a light rope over the top of
the rock," said Mr. Knapp yesterday.
"I rode around on the other side and
by means of the light rope pulled
over an inch rope. The Inch rope was
then pulled over the cliff dragging
after it a heavy
cable to
which a pulley was affixed with an
inch rope running through it. When
the pully reached the top of the cliff
the cable was anchored to a tree on
the other side. A boatswain's chair
was rigged io the rope sliding through
the pulley and by means of a team,
each member of the party was hauled
to the crest,'
two-Inc-

HEW

OF

BO

The handsomest, the most elaborate and
complete map of the State of New Mexico
Is now ready for sale. Around the map
we have produced handsomely engraved,
the photographs of the delegates who
framed the Constitution of the new State

400

g

PATRIOTIC SOI!

EVERY

the best, the most attractive and elegant ever made of
any State when admitted Into the Union. It is In itself a souve
nir for the delegates and for any patriotic sdn of New Mexico. The
size of the map is 40x50 inches, printed In several colors ; at the top
Is a rampant American Eagle, and at the bottom the Capitol of
Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising behind the

Our map is
of

Capitol's dome.

h

It will

be a historical ornament for every off ice and home In the new State,

and every patriotic and public-spiritcitizen can hardly afford to be without
ed

one.
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We have two different classes of maps :

sl Suc:r Golds

Hay Fever
MUST Bt RIUtVtD

QUIOKLV
AND WK RKCOMMIND

Foley's Honey acd Tor
Compound
For quick and definite results.

Pot MEASLES' COUGH, far the COUOH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for

CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, fawlodmr CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

.

First-clas-

Second-class-

'

,

MX

Send Immediately your order to the

.
c

t i

lithograph Map Publisliini? Go.

Foley's Honey miTrnxCmspom
For sale by all drcgglsts.

$10.C9

s,

V

P.O. Box 404, Trinidad Cclo.
S
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"The Democratic party, in order to southwest; the total wind movement Ribs Jan. 7.90; May 8.
CUBDS
PROFESSIONAL
Wool.
inspire confidence and support in this for the month having been 4890
4.
campaign, must be free from boss or miles.
Wool dull;
St. Louis, Mo., Oct.
MEXIGQ POUTICS AND PDUTIGiAIISl caucus domination.
THE BOSS
Barometer.
territory and western mediums 17
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
MUST GO!
There are no violent fluctuations in 22; fine mediums 17 19; fine Wall.
"The issue in this campaign is, the atmospheric pressure at Santa Fe.
Llvesteck
shall the bosses' or the peoples' will During the month, the mean atmos
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
Kansas City, Oct 4. Cattle Ret
prevail?
Attorneyt-at-Lapheric pressure was 29.93, the highest ceipts 15,000, including 1,000 southBath, range, light O. C. Wat.
tage.
"We cannot denounce the Repub- 30.09 on September 23, the lowest erns.
Practice in tje Distrl t Court at ton & Co.
Beautiful Bossism.
Market slow to steady. Native
known to be warm supporters of the lican machine unless we are free
29.7
on September 30.
steers $58.10; southern steers $3.80 well as before the Supreme Court ot
A committee of Democrats and a Republican ticket nominated at Las from ' the same
Nominate
charge.
Where is the place in or out of New
FOR SALE A few fine Barred Ply
comittee-o- f
5.23; southern cows and heifers the territory.
Progressive Republicans Vegas. Albuquerque Herald. .
clean, honest, courageous Democrats, Mexico that can beat it?
New Mexico mouth Rock chickens.
Mrs.
Las Cruces.
cows
Apply
heifers
and
native
both sell'- - constituted, met last even$2.754.50;
and NOT men who represent special
Dudrow.
themand
feeders
divide
the
to
stockers
among
Ticket
$3.50.
places
ing
Socialists Nominate State
$2.607;
or private interests.
HEAVY RECEIPTS OF
calves $47;
selves on the Democratic ticket.
E.90; bulls $34.40;
C. W. G. WARD
The State Socialist Convention was
democratic
"progressive
FROM
WHEAT
NORTHWEST.
on
WANTED Woman cashier who can
fiaiii
western steers $3.90 7.10; western
Tirniopi TnminiA'imint.r.
Territorial District Attorn y
league;
cows $2.75 4.75.
Social istn Name Candidates for Legit- - Monday.
A full ticket, with the
For San Miguel and Mora Counties speak English and Spanish. Call at
Prices Depressed;
Oats Ease
Off;
New Mexico. Coronado Restaurant
ception of supreme court judges, was RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE
Hogs
Receipts 11,000. Market Ia Vegas,
j
Corn Sags and Provisions
The Socialists in district convention named. The ticket covers the state
steady to 5c lower. Bulk of sales
WERE UP ALL NIGHT.
Dragged.
WANTED Pay or Toard at start to
at Willaird, nominated J. J. Smith, ofi from Farmington to Roswell and
$6.20(50.45; heavy $6.306.40; packE. C. A3B0T7
learn
trades. Automobiles, Electriciers and butchers $6.2a6.50; lights
Estancia, for the House, and W. W. fiom Clayton to Deming. The ticket They Put in Some "Progressive Dem-- .
Attorncy-at-La(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) $6.156.4o; pigs $45.
Anderson for the State Senate.
is:
ty, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
and
District
Uie
in
RePractice
and
ocratic"
4.
in
"Progressive
Heavy receipts
Chicago, Oct.
work on iobs. Only lew months reGovernor, S. G. Rivera, Chamita,
Receipts 15,000. Market preme Oourts.
Sheep
Prompt and careful
publican" Planks.
the northwest with signs of a still
No apprenticeship drudgery.
All Right
lambs
Rio Arriba county.
Muttons
quired.
$3.25'34.2a;
strong.
business.
all
greater movement close at hand put $4.S06.10; range wethers and year- attention given to
200
last year. Catalogue
LieutenantrGovernor, Charles F.
students
Bursu m sounds all right for the
New Mexico
e
Banta Fe.
After an all night session the com- - the wheat market today under
free. United Trade School, Los
first state governor of New Mexico. Goddard, Carrizozo, Lincoln county.
lings $3.2o5; range ewes $2.504.
sure.
on
resolutions
by
appointed
He has led the Republican party to
Secretary of State, C. B. Cameron,
Chicago, Oct. 4. Cattle Receipts
G. W. PRICHARD
The opening was a shade to
the Democratic convention agreed on
estimated
at 19,000. Market steady to
victory for the last three campaigns Deming, Luna county.
97
and Counsellor at Law
at
December
lower.
resostarted
to
the
in
be
the
"material"
Attorney
put
K.
A.
Gore,
Alamogordo,
10c lower. Beeves $4.70f 8.25; Texas
and was in. every way worthy of the Auditor,
TYPEWR'TERS.
- to 97
same
confrom
in
last
all thr Dinner Court"
to
the
to
the
be
lutions
Practice
change
presented
steers $4.20 6; western steers $4.303
honor, and there is little question but Otero county.
and repaired. New
Cleaned,
adjusted
cases
to
as
taken
market
the
met
The
committee
veution
and
altogether, .25; Texas steers $4.206; western
givefl special
night
today.
Treasurer, T. A. Chastain, Willard,
that he will lead the party to victory.
Ribbons and supfurnished.
platens
to
97
A
decline
Court
and
rumored
followed,
at the capitol
this
it is
Torrance county.
and before the Territorial Supreme
stockers
steers $4.306.90;
Bursum suits Eastern New Mexico.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
N. M plies.
The
decided
the
however,
Santa
close,
Fe,
ce:
among
though
Off
steady
Blk,
morning
Laughlin
planks
of
Schools,
cows
and
Lurlyne
heifers
feeders
Superintendent
Tucumcari News.
$3.255.60;
and rented. Standard makes handled.
off
upon were easy amending of the con- - was lower with December
Lane, Alto, Lincoln county.
$36.15; calves $6 9.23.
All repair work and typewrite
guar971-2- .
at
or
"blue
the
the
stitution
MOULTON
D.
HARRY
ballot";
We Three Tailors of Tooley Street.
Attorney General, A. J. McDonald,
Receipts estimated at
Hogs
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
e
ini-- .
account
on
of
of
the
U.
Corn
S.
election
senators,
direct
sagged
Union
county.
Clayton,
5
and
to
lower.
Market steady
Light
Last night a few Democrats
change. Phone 231.
and referendum, corrupt prac- - pect that the period of undue moisture
Commissioner of Public Lands, W.
several stray "insurgent" Republicans
$6.1o6.80; mixed $66.85; heavy
Attorney-at-Lameasures had come to na end.
various
and
other
tices
act,
St.
C.
county.
Thorp,'
Vrain, Curry
met at Stackers opera house on the
fof
AGENTS WANTED First-clas$i).806.75; rough $5.806.05; good
December opened a sixteenth to
Corporation Commissioners, W. T. "for the people."
to choice heavy $6.056.75; pigs $4.40
West Side for the purpose of stirring
for the
641-this
and
c
counties,
64
to
and
a
was
down
of
surrounding
at
rock'l-4recall
The
Judges
Holmes, Farmington, San Juan county;
6.35; bulk of sales $6.106.65.
NEW STANDARD 1910 Census AT
up sentiment in favor or the Democommittee decided to keep fell to
Santa Fe, N. M.
Albuquerque, Bernalil- which the
Sheep
Receipts estifhated at
crats. The gathering was addressed W. P. Metcalf,
c
LAS of the World.'" Agents making
was
firm
with
of
The
close
state
from
Dec.
dashing on.j
lo county: D. A. Stager, Roswell, its ship
NaMarket Btrong to 10c higher.
Best of
by several of these stray Republicans Chaves
$40.00 to $60.00 per week.
This was considered the diplomatic higher at
county.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
western
$2.754.10;
and a number of "progressive" DemoAlso
not
off with other cereals. tive $2.404;
for
terms.
to
alienate
Oats
the
order
eased
in
Agents
ccurte
Members of Congress, J. W. Hausen,
Land Clalma and Contests a Specialty
crats. Dr. J. D. Hess was one of the
Curious December started a shade lower at yearlings $3.654.60; lambs, native
easy selling JUVENILE and HOLI
Republicans.
East Las Vegas, San Miguel county, Progressive
$4.256.10; western $4.506.20.
DAY Books. Combination Outfit postspeakers. In an eloquent address he C. Cutting, Aztec. San Juan county.
R.
Chat.
F.
Eauley
Chat.
Easley.
outlined the principles of the insurpaid only 20c. 50 per cent commission
&
The Socialists claim they will take
EASLEY.
EASLEY
STOCKS RECOVER AFTER
to agents. Full particulars free. Adgency, and told ot the Ice it is going 3,000 votes from the Democrats in
SAGGING THIS MORNING.
Attorneys at Law.
136
to cut In the state.
Several "prog-- !
Practice in th courts and before dress A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher,
eastern New Mexico.
West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
ressives" this afternoon in company
Land
Department
Bonds Were Irregular and American
with the Democrats, left for Santa Fe
Land grants and titles examined.
Blood on the Moon!
Tobacco Issues Were
where they will hold a convention toSanta Fe, N. M., branch Office Estaa- The Young Cossacks could stand
Lower.
morrow. Las Vegas Optic.
cia, N. M.
the Democratic gang methods no longer.
They protested last evening
to
New
Wire
Mexican)
Leased
(BV Special
MASONIC.
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
Bishop Quayle Praises Constitution.
when the Old Guard or Inner Circle
New York, Oct. 4. The movement
Montezuma
Attorneys-at-LaLodge
ses
Bishop William A. Quayle in ad- cf Five tried to ram home the slate
the
Stocks
of
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throughout
Be
No. 1, A. F. ft A. M.
and
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in
the
all
Practice
distributed
in
Lead
state
of
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officers
and
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they
dressing large
sion demonstrated' the lack of demand
Regular communis
circular among the
enue - Methodist church Thursday the following
at present prices. The covering move- fore the Interior Department,Mexico.
cation first Monday
New
Taos,
night, expressed himself squarely in faithful, one of which fell into the
ment having ceased, the market sag
of each month at
opposition to the initiative and refer hands of the New Mexican:
ged of its own weight.
Masonic
Hall at
H. L. ORTIZ,
win
e
To
conDemocrats!
to
of
in
the
favor
"Warning
hour
second
endum;
Prices improved the
7.30.
vention for the nomination of candi- in this election the Democratic party
and the rally increased in force when
and Counsetlor-at-LaAttorney
H. H. DORMAN,
dates for office; he declared that wo- must put forward its best and cleanif. became evident that the supply of
Practicing before all the courts jo
Matter
Men of integrity, courage
man suffrage would not hasten prohi est men.
stocks pressing the market was ex
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
It cannot
hausted for the time being. St. Paul the Territory.
bition; and that the constitution leaves and high moral purpose.
and Union Pacific Santa Fe
the field open for a square fight on afford to nominate men who are in
recovered 1
New Mexico
Santa Fe Chapter' No.
and United States Steel a
prohibition and that nothing more the employ of corporations or special
Reading
men
1, R. A. M.
not
must
nominate
interests.
Regular
It
The Canadian
should be desired, by the prohibitionsubstantial fraction.
PROBERT & COMPANY
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group and Hill stocks showed con
Investments
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interests.
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JOHN H. WALKER.
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Tobacco
American
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"Special
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The
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An Interesting Incident.
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It main
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in
the
An upward
In the convention yesterday of the tains its superiority through the
fourth Mon- conclave
ternoon made up practically all the
free and Independent Democratic BOSS, the convention, the CAUCUS,
riav In eAf.h month at
The close was
M. DIAZ,
forenoon declines.
....
DR.
hOStS:
and the delegate system of govern
j?,1' Masonic Hall at 7:30
heavy with a downward tendency,
"Mr,, Chairman," I move that we ad- ment which is almost
PLACF
of
CAPITOL
p. m.
impossible
RESIDENCE,
;
journ to two o'clock."
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
f
It frames tariff
21 6 Red
popular control.
Phone,
W: E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Cries of "No, no, to three o'clock!" schedules; controls City, State and
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
hesitates and listens National taxation; prevents popular
Chairman
MINES UNO MINI!
Phone, 220 Black
Santa Fe ixdge et
sharply as if for a f amiliaroice Jmt regulation of railway rates, and pro
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
heafsnot""TtUTM red ln"tfie'7ace. tects its' interests in Congress, Legis
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degree. Ancient and AcColfax County.
says to a long, lean individual, who 'Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque,
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Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are coron provisions. Initial sales were morning. The grading work began this
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drag
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SALVARSAN
TESTS.
dressed prompted.
Democratic party of New Mexico (and
dially invited to attend.
It is said the committee on resolu- - 10c lower to 5c higher, with January morning. The grading work for the
ADMINISTERED.
"It has been moved and seconded what a boss!) He and other members tions also discussed other matters be-- at 14.971-S. G. CARTWRIGHT,
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for
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selfish purposes, are reported to have
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HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
committee is composed of some of the
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A fair sized Democratic rally was
"It is reported that the slate in tions and from that committee five
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this committee of five talked the
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UNCLE SAM "

92.. ..Phone.. ..29

Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

I

We Buy

t

Phone No.

i.

the Best K.

HAYWARO'S

Phone No. 4.

I.

WHEN BUYING A WATCH GET THE BEST
One that meets every demand for perfect service one that
combines perfection in the works style and character in the
case to satisfy and please individual taste and requirements

Jewelry of

AH

Kinds

0

THE QA1LY ROUND

-

se, for $12,000.
Furnished Rooms for Rent Second
floor of building formerly occupied by
beavers. Steam heat, electric lights,
hot and cold water in each room. All
comforts. , Rates reasonable.
Mrs.
Emma Harney. Phone Red 73. '
Lecture Cancelled. Owing to the
many other attractions of the week,
the School of American Archaeology
has cancelled its lecture by Professor Benjamin M. Bacon, which had
been announced for Thursday

HP.

Santa. Fe, NV M., Oct.- - 4.
The weather for New Mexico
is increasing cloudiness
and
rain tonight and
probably
Thursday.

0

Sterling Silver,
Cut Glass,
Decorated China

Diamond Goods
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4
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DAHLIAS,

PANSIES.
JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
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DEMOCRATS

into effect its orders.
If the injunction should be granted
by the Commerce court, the commission probably will extend the effective
date of its orders, in order to afford
time for an adjudication of the ques
tions at issne.
Bill for Injunctifh Filed.
,
Washington, D. C, Oct" I. Late this
afternoon, the transcontinental railways filed in the commerce court, bills
attacking the interstate commerce
commission orders and asking for en
injunction restraining these orders

SWEET PEAS,

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

d

Mfr

(Continued from page one.

Goods.

Second-Han- d

crapes

l

There was applause
date was given.
(Continued trom rage One.)
It was from Thomas Jefferson. At
the name, the convention cheered
tiv'e H. D. Flood, of Virginia, saying loudly and applauded for several seche would come.
onds.
The governor of Idaho sent word ( Mr. Richardson said the letter was
that he hoped the deliberations of the in the possession of Alexander R. Mcparty would result in naming a ticket Donald, probably a close friend of W.
that would insure victory at the polls.. C, McDonald.
He referred to the abolishment of speAdjournment was taken to four
cial privileges and said he had just re- o'clock when the platform is to be
turned from the governor's meeting reported, and nominating speeches
in New Jersey and that there is "Dem- are to follow Immediately.
.
ocratic "victory in the air."
PACIFIC COAST CASES
If you want anything on earth try
Chairman Richardson then said he
TO BE APPEALED. had an
original letter to read, dated a New Mexican Want Ad.

FOR SALE BY
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply Co.
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Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

--

DJ3LE,JUXL

0

Furniture,- - Queensware, Tinware,

LU

made wiih

.

'r.

Second-Han-

Healthful Food

Spanish-America-

r1&

Dealer iu New and

AAA
nun iiimi

Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
not only the best that was ever shown in Santa U 1
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD1
it
ii

Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art," not an "Industry."
Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality,
that are correctly cut and handsomely
trimmed-you- 'U
be delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms
we have the choicest productions in SUITINGS OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.
Sir-clo- thes
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tail-ored-beautif- ully

SttSts, $?8o00 Up,
;
Overcoats,
Ti?otseffG,' $4o50 Up0

Mia

WILL YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?

WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE ! COME AND SEE US.

Ik
I

SAN FRANQSCO STREET.
-

1911.

Flaky Biscuits
Delicious Cake

!

arc

AND

E

4

Lomj-Stemme-

IN EXQUISITE DESIGNS

f

R-

OCTOBE-

Baked

Special Price on the Davenport
Bearing Wagons at Goebels.
Stenographer Mrs. A. Porterfield. j "ls Mart Cut in Two With his
heart cut in two,
Bernabe
Room 9 and 10 Lauehlin Block.
Milk and Cream always on hand Juarez rushed across Santa Fe street
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, at EI Paso and fell dead. Juarez was
cut at a dance at the house of Geronl-m188.
Morales.
Fire at Roswell The barn at the
home of Thomas B. Loveless at RosInjunction Against Husband Mrs.
Mae Bonham at Roswell has applttd
well was destroyed by fire.
for an injunction against her husband
Suit for Divorce Mrs. Stella
has filed suit for divorce in who has been beating her and seeks
the district clerk's office at Roswell to restrain him from interfering with
her and her four children and from
from Harry McClellan, because of

MARKET

WEDNESDAY,

H

collecting four notes for J920. 't.'
n
Parker Earle Sells Place ParkeH
Supper A 'fine
Earle of Roswell has sold his house dinner was served today by the ladies
and famous pear orchard of nine acres of the Cathedral Parish at the Public
92.. .Phone ..92
to M. Carrington of Memphis, Tennes- - Library. The assembly room was
crowded.
The viands were of the
choicest and the service was excellent.
Supper will be served this evening.
Pulpit to be Supplied The pulpit
Pink
White.
and
ROSES,
of St. John's . Methodist Episcopal
ASTERS, LONGTEMMED SWEET PEAS.
church was not filled at the Methodist
Conference last week and remains to
CACTUS DAHLIAS,
be supplied.
The present pastor,
Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
Rev. B. F. Summers has been reAt the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS IT. Phone 12
turned to Estancia, near which he has
a homestead.
Rents Beavers' Home Mrs. Emma
Harney has leased the second floor of
the building formerly occupied by the
Beavers, and will rent furnished
rooms, with steam heat, hot and cold
We
Scientific Plumbers
water. These rooms are centrally located and well lighted and comforta
fl Our practice conforms to the most modern methods.
ble. They will be beautifully furnishWe believe in the recommendation good work aiwavs
ed and will attract many residents.
More Rain Predicted The weath
secures, ana employ euiy nighly sKHIed
er bureau predicts rain for tonight
intelligent workmen, being thus able to
and tomorrow. Yesterday the maxiguarantee ail work we do.
mum temperature was 65 degrees and
Our
customers
incur
f
no risk of any
the minimum 43 degrees. The relakind, for in addition to our guaranteed
tive humidity was only 35 per cent
we
install
paaihing,
taudat. guarlast evening. This morning, however,
amctu iijuuio we unesioi meir Bind.
rain began falling and continued alt
tj Le! us estimate for yon.
day with more or less intermission.

NI1S

Mounted Gold and Silver
Filigree Work

f

MARKET

Meats.

C.

F. Andrews

e
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NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

PLATINUM MUCH MORE
COSTLY THAN GOLD.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, Oct. 4 Platinum ha3
been advancing rapidly in prices recently and today it is quoted in Maiden Lane at $47.50 an ounce. This is
the highest price on record and indicates an advance of $5 an ounce since
the first of the year.
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